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We don't consider it nearly so important what people choose 
as we do that they choose from the widest. possible range of 
opportunities. We aren't as concerned about what the coun-
selee decides about his opportunities as we are what he 
<lecides about himself in relation to the$e opportunities. 
We don't want to make people do things - we want to let 
them find ways of doing things. We aren't as interested 
in the something they become as the someone they become 
(Hoyt, 1965, p. 1). 
Career guidance in America has deep roots. 1It emerged shortly 
after the turn of the century a.s a part of a progressive social reform 
movement. Growing out of concern about the destructive conditions of 
city and industrial life, the plight of the large masses of immigrants 
concentrated in ghettos and the lack of a school curriculum that en-
abled youth to cope successfully with the industrial world, vocational 
guidance was closely allied with vocational education. Representatives 
from labor, industry, and the settlement-house movement, working to-
gether in the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Educa-
tion (NSPIE) were instrumental in identifying the need for reform and 
promoting the concept of vocational guidance in the schools. The NSPIE 
was the moving force in the organization of the National Vocational 
Guidance Association (NVGA), formed to introduce the concept of voca-




During the intervening decades, career guidance lost the legacy of 
the social reform movement and its position as an essential part of 
vocational education. A separation developed be·tween guidance on· the 
one hand, and vocational education and the industrial world on•the 
other. Guidance became almost completely identified with education. 
Educators, by and large, failed to comprehend the unitary nature of 
guidance and vocational education. The loss of identity stennning from 
this early split still has not been completely remedied (Tolbert, 1974). 
In recent years as educators and.guidance professionals have rec-
ognized the unitary nature of guidance and vocational education, they 
have stressed <1 "coming together" of the factions that have. separated 
guidance and vocational education in the past. :J;t is almost impossible 
to ne;jtly compartmentalize individu<jtlS and their ,problems into voca-
tional, educational, or personal-social categories. Problems which 
appear to be vocational in nature have a way of overflowing into train-
ing (educational) and personality (personal-social) areas, and a real 
danger lies in a tendency on the part of school guidance workers to 
stress that with which they are most familiar, curricular and college 
guidance areas, and to neglect that which is not their "natural inter-
est", the vocational area. The fact remains that educators need to see 
c·ar.eer guidance as a logical, practical core around which to integrate 
a c: ti vi. t 1.es pointed town rd the development of the "total person" (Peters .. 
and H:msen, 1966). 
In Oklahoma today there are 22 area vocational-technical school 
districts. There are people in each of these districts responsible for 
guidance activities in their schools, but frequently they are faced 
with other responsibilities in addition to their guidance functions. 
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In some. instances, guidance profess'ionals in area vocational-technical 
schools are asked to serve. as multi-purpose professionals leavi.ng them 
little time for designing and implementing guidance activities and 
programs for students in their schools. 
Statement of the Problem 
. . 
It is considered important that the public have a clear under-
· .standing of guidance services offered by area vocational""-techrtical 
schools in the state of Oklahoma. For this reason, it is necessary to 
identify the guidance professiortal's responsibilities in an area school 
guidance program. It is also necessary to understand the philosophy of 
the educational institution in which the guidance professional works and 
. I 
to know the priorities identified by each administrator. At present, 
this knowledge and understanding of area school guidance services is 
lacking, and research in this area needs to be conducted. Precisely 
-
stated, the problem is: What guidance functions are available to stu-
dents through an area.school guidance program; what guidance functions 
should be provided for area school students; and who is responsible for 
providing these services? 
Need for the Study 
The choice of work is one of the most importa~t decisions a person 
makes. It determines, to a large extent, how time will be spent, who 
will be chosen as friends, what attitudes and values will be adopted, 
where one will reside, and what lifestyle will be· adopted. A job pro-
vides an identity for the. individual. As important as this choice of 
work is, it is often made with little thought or assistance. 
Now more than any time in the past, career planning with students 
needs to be done carefully, thoughtfully, and with the help of ail 
possible resources. Guidance professionals need to acquaint students 
with available guidance services in order to insure students maximum 
opportunities in becoming aware of, exploring, and participating in 
many different kinds of career activities and experiences (Tolbert, 
1974). 
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A minimal amount of research has been conducted concerning the 
identification of guidance functions in area vocational-technical 
schools and the identification of whose responsibility it is to provide 
such functions. The information gathered by this study should be 
v11luable to educators in the area schools and fee 1der high schools so 
that effective guidance services can be provided with little overlap 
and maximum cooperation. The information should also allow students 
the opportunity to see what guidance functions are provided in their 
schools. Finally, the study should give institutional decision-makers 
a clearer concept of guidance functions presently provided students in 
area vocational-technical schools and give them insight into the needs 
of students in counselor education programs. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine guidance functions cur-
rently being provided by area vocational-technical schools, to identify 
Lhe guidance functions that area vocational-technical school adminis-
trators anc.I guidance professionals believe should be provided, and to 
determine who should be responsible for providing these functions. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions were asked in this study: 
l. What guidance functions are currently being provided by area 
vocational-technical schools? 
2. What functions do administrators in area vocational-technical 
schools believe should be provided? 
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3. Whom do these administrators believe should provide these func-
tions? 
4. What functions do guidance professionals in area vocational-
technical schools feel should be provided? 
5. Whom do these guidance professionals believe should provide 
these functions'? 
6. ls there a significant difference among the two groups as to 
their perceptions of what functions should be provided and by 
whom they should be provided? 
7. Is there an observable difference among the groups as to their 
perceptions of who is responsible for each function compared 
with the amount of time spent by guidance professionals in each 
function? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Man's mind stretched to a new ideanever goes back to its 
original dimensions (Holmes, 1961, p. 80). 
The purpose of this literature review is to provide background 
information to lay a foundation on which to build ideas and reasoning 
and to seek out similar existing research. Large quantities of back-
ground information •c,on~ career guidance were found, but existing 
research dealing spcc:ifically with gt.ddance progtams in ~rea schools 
. ~· However, other related. research findings were located 
dealing with counselor roles and counselor training programs that will 
be most useful in this study. 
This review is div)-ded into the following sectio~s: theories of 
career/vocational development, history and development of caree,.r guid-
ance, scope and funct!ons of career guidance, a119.:_~velopment of 
Theories of Career Development 
Work has always hnd the potential of meeting more than· economic 
needs in man. lt can also meet man's social and psychological needs 
among which are social interaction, a sense of personal dignity, iden-
tification, and human relationships. The current restlessness in Amer-
ican society suggests that the social and psychological potentialities 
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of work are not recognized by large numbers of people. In view of the 
apparent alienation among the young and the not.so young, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that many individuals have nof beert assisted to 
view work as having personal relevance, as beirtg critical to their way 
of life, or as being a consistent vepicle for self-fulfillment (Herr 
and Cramer, 1972). 
Theory and research to explain career development are, in reality, 
a "search for ~he psychological meanirtg of vocationally relevant acts 
and of work itself it1. the human experience" (Herr and Cramer, 1972, 
p. 28). 
The rationale for career guidance and for continuing research into 
career development implies that work is fundamen~al to feelings about 
'· 
oneself which are positive rather than negative. , In addition, virtually 
any analysis of human development indicates that access to work, par-
ticularly access in ways which maximize freedom of choice, is critical 
to the ability to move effectively from adolescence to adulthood (Herr 
and Cramer, 1972). 
The approaches which describe vocational development or some as-
pect of it have been classified in a number of ways. Each of the 
attempts at classification highlight the factors or emphasis which 
distinguish one theory or research effort from another. The various 
categories are not mutually exclusive or independent but combine to 
explain behavior and choices (Herr and Cramer, 1972). 
Theories of career development to.be.briefly discussed in this 
paper are: trait and factor, economic, sociological, psychoanalytic, 
and developmental. 
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The trait-and-factor approach is not so much focused on develop-
ment but on identifying and describing the factors by which people 
differ and the degree to which these factors are important in learning 
or in job performance. 
Trait-and-factor approaches to career development assume that 
occupational choice is primarily a function of matching the person's 
prof He of characteristics with that set of occupational or educational 
requirements most closely related to it (Evans and Herr, 1978)~ 
Economic TheoEY_ 
I 
The decision-making theori'es of career development are economic in 
origin. They are based on Keynesian economic theory with the assump-
tion being that one chooses a career or economic goal which will maxi-
mize his/her gain and minimize his/her loss. Several decision 
theorists (Siegel, Suppes and Davidson, 1957) describe the process of 
making a decision between uncertain outcomes as requiring reconcilia-
tion of several general factors: the relative valuing of the outcomes, 
the cost of attaining the outcomes, and probability that each outcome 
may occur (Herr and Cramer, 1972). 
Sociological Theory 
A sociological view of career development suggests that the 
narrowness or the breadth of the individual's culture or social class 
boundaries has much to do with the choices a person is likely to con-
sider, make, or implement. 
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Lipsett (1962) has argued that counselors must understand the 
implications for a particular individual of the following social fac-
tors as they interact with career development: social class membership, 
home influences, school and community influences, pressure groups, and 
role perception. 
The important concern is that the factors identified by Lipsett 
(1962) operate directly or indirectly in the lives of every person. 
The degree to which they operate as determinants or constraints in 
development and choice can be assessed only in the individual case. 
Psychoanalytic Theory 
The major comprehensive statement of a psycqoanalytic career de-
velopment theory is of recent origin and grew out of three basic studies 
by Bordin, Nachman, and Segal (1963). The major elements of the frame-
work of this theory are as follows: 
1. There is continuity in human development. 
2. Instinctual sources of gratification are the same for the 
complex adult behavior as for the simpler behavior of 
infancy. 
:3. The individual's pattern of needs is determined in the 
first six years although it may be modified somewhat 
during his lifetime. 
4. The occupation one seeks is determined by the needs de-
veloped in the first six years (p. 108). 
Developmental Theory 
The developmental approaches changed the focus of concern from 
occupational choice as an act to occupational choice as a process. In 
so doing, it became obvious that choice wasnot confined to a certain 
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perio<l of life. Indeed, people focusing on the process of career de-
velopment began to see it as having roots in the early 1ife of the 
child extending throughout one's life span and changing in response to 
institutional and social pressures (Evans and Herr, 1978). 
Ginzberg and his colleagues laid the base for career conceptions 
of career development as a longitudinal process. Closely related to 
his early work is the continuing work of Donald Super. 
The key construct which weaves throughout Super's research and 
theory is the importance of the development and implementation of the 
self-concept. The assumption is that the individual chooses an occu-
pation which will allow him/her to function in a way that is consistent 
with a self-picture. Indeed there is some evidet1ice that occupational 
choice is made in some cases not only to affirm but to actualize an 
ideal self-concept (Evans and Herr, 1978). 
History of Career Guidance 
Career guidance in America began to appear as a part of the social 
reform efforts generated by the problems of economic and personal wel-
fare during the middle stage of the Industrial Revolution. This was a 
period of heavy immigration and a time when adequate education for 
children and effective use of human potential in our rapidly growing 
industrial complex were becoming social imperatives. 
As practiced in American schools, organized career guidance was 
originated by Frank Parsons and described in the posthumous publication 
of his book, Choosing 2. Vocation, in 1909. In the 1890 decade Parsons 
began counseling underprivileged you.th in Boston, and his methods, as 
described in his book, consisted of three· categories 'bf techniques 
(Peters and Hansen, 1966). 
I. A joint and cooperative analysis of the individual's ca-
pabilities, interests, and temperament. 
2. .The student's study of occupational opportunities, re-
quirements, and employment statistics. 
3. A joint and cooperative comparison of these two sets of 
information (p. 229). 
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These categories defined the elements of what has been kllown since 
as trait-and-factor approach to career guidance. 
In the early. 1900's a separatton between guidance and vocational 
education surfaced. The separation was due partially to the unwilling~ 
ness of the National Education Association (NEA) to view vocational 
education and guidance as parts of a unity. In 1918 the NEA accepted 
I 
a craft rather than a technical training emphasis in vocational educa-
tion and a conception of guidance for education rather than a concep-
tion of career guidance for jobs. 
Through the 1930's, 1940's, and 19SO's career guidance gradually 
became the province of sehool counselors whose functions tended to 
change as various educational trends came into prominence. Career 
guidance was the school counselor's responsibility but by no means the 
central focus of their activity (Evans and Herr, 1978). 
Most of the economic and social events during the 1940's and 1950's 
tended to turn counselors away from career guidance and toward educa-
tional guidance. With the return of thousands of veterans on the GI 
Bill to higher education and with the belief among many that a college 
education was a sure pathway to dignity and affluence, educational 
guidance prospered. After the Russian launching of Sputnik in 1957, 
the National Defenst~ Education Act was passed to provide support for 
;rnd training of counselors to identify and nuture the gifted and tal-
ented. Perceived manpower needs for scientifically educated people 
caused school counselors to move further toward an educational rather 
than an occupational focus. 
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The early 1960's saw a wealth of anti-poverty programs focused 
upon the occupational preparation of the disadvantaged, the out-of-
school and out-of-work youth, the unemployed and the underemployed. 
Many of these programs failed because they tended to focus on the needs 
of the labor market instead of the needs of the individual. As this 
realization dawned upon decision-makers and legislators emphasis in 
legislation and in program operation began to shift from a performance 
based orientation to an affective frame of refer~nce. 
·The trends of the 1970's have been to reaffirm the reciprocal 
needs of vocational education and guidance for each other. Current 
emphasis in career guidance includes a growing conceptual base in voca-
tional development theory underlying career guidance practice, develop-
mental activities focused upon assisting students and adults clarify 
and plan for self-understanding, the interaction of educational and 
occupational choices, and the implications of these for a range of life 
options (Evans and Herr, 1978). 
Scope and Function of Career Guidance 
The American educational system revolves around the belief that 
each child possesses int.rinsic worth and inherent and inalienable 
rights. Schools in all societies are concerned with the transmission 
of cultural heritages and with the soc:i.alizatiort of youth, but in the 
Uhited States there is added emphasis on the individual and his/her 
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needs and desires. Guidance in schools is an American phenomenon, and 
is a unique and integral part of the total school program. 
Guidance has been defined as that part of pupil personnel ser-
vices - and therefore of elementary and secondary education - aimed at 
maximal development of individual potentialities through devoting 
schoolwide assistance to youth in the persortal problems, choices, and 
decisions each must face as he/she moves toward maturity (Herr and 
Cramer, 1972). 
Guidance is the function of every member of the educational team, 
but the responsibility for leadership is one of the primary functions 
of the counselor.· The school counselor or guidance professional is the 
person in the school who has special training for assessing the needs 
of students and for planning appropriate guidance activities in the 
educational, vocattonal, and personal-social domains. 
Career guidance is a fusion of educational and vocational con-
cerns for assisting students to locate themselves vocationally 
in the future and at the same time to make effective use of 
present educational e~periences connected to such further 
choices (Herr and Cramer, 1972, p. 3) • 
. career guidance does not preclude the personal. Locating oneself voca-
tionally in the future roust be preceded by a person coming to terms 
with his/her own values and life purposes, w:i.th his/her personal char-
acteristics, both strengths and limitations. In reality, nothing is 
more personal than choosing the way to spend one's life. 
Virtually no one in education advocates restricting the processes 
of a guidance program to career guidance. Nevertheless, the career as-
pects of a guidance program are vital to its success and deserve a cen-
tral place in the perspective of counselors and guidance professionals. 
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The literature reviewed in this section concerning the scope and 
fw1ctions of career guidance will illustrate the close relationship 
between guidance, career guidance, and vocational education and the 
mutual benefits each offers the others. 
Between 1972 and present there has been a revitalized interest in 
career guidance on the part of both counselors and vocational educators. 
The 1973 Position Pape~ on Career Development, jointly developed by the 
American Vocational Association and the National Vocational Guidance 
Association, clearly described career development as a longitudinal 
process and encouraged the inclusion of career guidance throughout a 
student's schooling (Hohenshil and Ryan, 1977). 
In 1974 the membership of the American Scho~l Counselor Association 
clarified the role or function of the school COUf\Selor by identifying 
six major areas of responsibility: the counselor's responsibility to 
the students, to the parent or guardian, to the school staff, to the 
community, to the profession, and to self. 
1. Counselor's Responsibility to the Student 
a. Demonstrates respect for the worth, dignity, and qual-
ity of the student's rights. 
b. Shows concern for and assists in the planning of the 
student's educational, career, personal,.and social 
development. 
c. Aids student in self-evaluation, self-understanding, 
and self"""direction enabling him to make decisions con-
sistent with his innnediate and long range goals. 
d. Encourages the student to participate in a variety of 
school activities with a view toward. increasing his 
effectiveness in personal and social activities. 
e. Assists the student in understanding his strengths 
weaknesses, interests, values, potentialities, and 
limitations. 
f. Assists the student in developing an awareness of the 
world of work and in the utilization of the school 
and community resources to that end. 
g. Helps the student acquire a better understanding of 
the world of work through the acquisition of skills 
and attitudes and/or participation in work-related 
programs. 
h. Encourages the student to plan and utilize leisure 
t:ime activities to increase his personal satisfac-
tion. 
i. Clearly indicates the conditions under which cotm-
seling is provided with respect to confidentiality. 
j. Assists in the student's school adjustment and aids 
in evaluating his academic progress. 
k. Makes referral to appropriate resources whenever his 
professional limitations restrict his assistance. 
2. Counselor's Responsibility to Parent or Guardian 
a. Provides the parent/guardian with accurate informa-
tion about school, policies and procedures, course 
offerings, and educational and career opportunities. 
b. Makes discreet and professional use of information 
shared during conferences. 
c. Interprets pertinent data about the student's aca-
demic record and progress. 1 
d. Assist.s the parent/guardian in forming realistic per-
ceptions of the student's aptitudes, abilities, in-
terests, and attitudes as related to educational and 
career planning, academic achievement, personal-social 
development, and total school progress. 
e. Interprets the guidance program of the school to the 
parent/guardian and familiarizes him with the guidance 
services available. 
f. Involves himself and the school's guidance staff with 
parent groups. 
g. !nvolves the parent/guardian in the guidance activi-
ties within the school. 
3. Counselor's Responsibility to the Staff 
a. Works with all members of the school staff by provid-
ing appropriate information, materials, and consulta-
tive assist.ance in supporting teachers' efforts to 
understand better the individuality of each pupil. 
b. Contributes to the development of a flexible curric-
ulum to provide a meaningful education for each 
student. 
c. Acts as coordinator in the school's program of student 
appraisal. 
d. Utilizes modern technology, techniques, and parapro-:-
fessional personnel to disseminate educational and 
career information. 
e. Assists in research related to pupil'needs; 
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f. Assists students in planning programs of educational 
and vocational training consistent with their goals. 
g. Coordinates the use of services available beyond 
those he can provide by making ·appropriate referrals 
and by maintaining a cooperative working relation""'" 
ship with conununity specialists. 
h. Serves the school's program of· public relations by 
furnishing information regarding the guidance pro-
grams to interested persons and groups. 
i. Implements student articulation between the junior 
high or middle school and high school and the high 
·school and post--high school experiences. 
j. ·Participates in the planning, development, and eval-
uation of the guidan~e program. 
4. Cotmselor's Responsibility to the Comnunity 
a. Know about current programs in the community such as 
health clinics, planned parenthood clinics, volunteer 
programs, cooperative programs~ apprenticeships of 
labor organizations, etc. 
b. Coordinate community speakers in the classrooms. 
5. Counselor's Responsibility to the Profession 
a. Has an understanding of his/her personal character-
istics and their effects on relationships with stu-
dents. 
b.. Is aware of his level of professional compentency 
and presents it accurately to others. 
c. Continues to develop professional compentence and 
I 
maintains an awareness of contemporary trends. 
d. Discusses with other related pzjofessionals practices 
which may be implemented to strengthen and improve 
standards or conditions of employment. 
e. Prepares meaningful, objective case reports for other 
professional personnel who are assisting the student. 
f. Maintains constant.effort to adhere to strict con-
fidentiality of information concerning counselees. 
6. Counselor's Responsibility to Self 
a. Maintain a strict adherence to the concept and prac-
. tice of confidentiality. 
b. Be well informed on current thec;>ries, practices, de-
velopments, and trends. 
c. Use time primarily for guidance and counseling and 
constantly strive to reduce demands of clerical or 
administrative duties. 
d. Become a professional individual (pp. 380-386). 
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The American Personnel and Guidance Association's 1975 position 
paper, _{!_areer Guidance: Role and Functions of Counseling and Guidance 
Personnel Practitioners in Career Education, reaffirmed the importance 
of career guidance and suggested that counselors will have to change 
some of their traditional practices if effective career guidance pro-
grams are to become a reality (Hohenshil and Ryan, 1977). 
In April, 1967, the Association for Counselor Education and Super-
vision (ACES) formally adopted a position paper that supported the de-
velopment and implementation of comprehensive career guidance programs 
at the earliest possible date. The ACES paper stated that if counsel-
ors are to assume and maintain leadership positions in the delivery of 
career guidance to all persons, they must posses!? certain competencies 
in the area of career guidance (Hohenshil and RyB;n, 1977). 
ACES contends that counselors should be able to provide the fol-
lowing guidance functions: 
1 .. Translate knowledge about career and human development 
theory into developmental career guidance techniques. 
2. Identify sources of career information and share these 
resources with students, teachers, administrators, and 
parents. 
J. Administer career and self-assessment strategies and 
interpret the results to individuals to use indecision-
making. 
!1. Provide individual and group counseling in career plan-
ning. 
5. Share career decision-making processes with students so 
that they may utilize these processes in their personal 
career development. · 
6. Coordinate.job placement services and assist students 
seek, acquire, and maintain employment. 
7. Address the needs of special groups (women, minorities, 
handicapped, disadvantaged} and assist them in gaining 
necessary skills for employment. 
8. Explore with students the roles that lifestyle and 
leisure play in career development and assist them to 
select and prepare for occupations which coincide with 
their preferences. 
9. Consult with teachers," parents, peers, as they deliver 
career guidance services to students. 
10. Exhibit the skills necessary to assist individuals to 
understand the interrelatedness of their career decision 
and life roles. 
11. Evaluate techniques to acquire evidence of.the effective-
ness of the career guidance' programs (Hohenshil and Ryan, 
1977, p. 41). 
Drier, Gysbers, and Pritchard (1978) in "Education Digest" make 
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several comments concerning the counselor's funct;:ion in a career guid-
ance program. They feel counselors need to turn to many sources, pro-
cedures, and techniques to help the learner raise and answer questions, 
acquire the skills to better understand himself/herself, cope with the 
world, and be a better decision-maker. While there is a flood of guid-
ance materials on the market, these authors feel the greatest amount 
of quality resources has not been tapped. They feel it is the coun-
selor's responsibility to identify and extensively use the material, 
human, facilitative, and organizational resourses in their institution 
and community. Finally, they see counselors as needing to be concerned· 
with the progress and problems students are having in their transition. 
Counselors need to design priorities and resources so they can provide 
personal communication with students during the first year or two after 
graduation. 
Tolbert (1974) lists eight areas in which the counselor is respon-
sible for guidance functions in a career guidance program: counseling, 
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both individual and group, group guidance and orientation, testing and 
assessment, occupational, social, and social.,.petsonal information, 
consultation with teachers, parents, and pupils, irt--service education, 
placement, and research and evaluation. These functions are carried 
out or supervised by the counselor, but it is apparent that there are 
areas of overlap and other professionals can also make a significant 
contribution to the career guidance program. 
Herr and Cramer (1972) categorize guidance functions into three 
grade categories - elementary, junior high or middle school, and high 
school. They see high school guidance functions as consisting of: 
1. Assisting students in developing an awareness of their 
need for more specific implementation of their c.areer 
purposes. 
2. Supporting students in developing more specific plans for 
implementing their career purposes. 
3. Assisting students as they execute plans to qualify for 
entry-level jobs by taking appropriate courses at the 
high school level, by on-the-job training, or by pursuing 
further training in college or post-secondary vocational 
education leading toward qualifications for some cluster 
of occupations (p. 193). 
Herr and Cramer (1972) feel career guidance activities at any level 
must take each student from where he/she is in coping with developmental 
tasks integral to vocational development and lead him/her to the crea-
tion and achievement of a set of specific preferences and plans to 
implement them. This, indeed, is the worth of any.career guidance pro.,. 
gram. 
Huston (1968) in his book, The Guidance Function in Education, 
shares what he believes to be the prime functions of a distributive 
guidance program. 
1. To Acquaint Pupils with the Educational and Vocational 
Opportunities of the World 
The concept of freedom to choose is a prized privilege 
of American life, and choice cannot be intelligently 
made unless one has seen the full array from. which a 
choice is to be made. Dewey's challenge to education 
addresses this guidance function, 'to make each one of 
our schools an embryonic comm.unity life, active .with 
types of occupations that reflect the life of the larger 
society.' 
i 
2. To Acquaint Pupils with Their Own Powers; ·interests, and 
Limitations 
The need to involve themselves in a wide range of experi-
ences to learn what they like to do, what they have the 
ability to do, and what they do not like to do or cannot 
do. Hopefully, if students' school experiences are rich, 
vivid, and life-like, they will learn much about them-
selves and about the world. 
J. To Keep the School Fully anfi Continuc;ms~y Acquainted with 
Educational and Vocational iOpportunities 
I I 
If the school is to play a positive part in pupils' 
choices, it must know and reflect what the world is made 
of in terms of educational and vocational opportun.ities. 
If the college-preparatory tradition is in control, the 
school reflects largely the white'-collar and professional 
occupations. To avoid this arrow view of the vocational 
spectrum, it is necessary that the school offer students 
the opportunity to learn in a life-like facility with 
proper equipment, a relevant curriculum, and a wise and 
broadly experienced faculty. 
!1. To Acquaint the School with Pupils' Powers, Interests, 
and Limitations 
If the school is to assist pupils in their choices, it 
should be a close observer of reactions to experiences 
which ·test and reveal them. To know the pupils, the 
school must build up cumulative r~cords of their reactions 
through the years so as to have capital for aiding stu-
dents in interpreting their potentialities for differertt 
types of education and vocations. 
5. To Help Students at Times of Selection 
In the early days of the guidance movement, attention was 
focused primarily on the time of decisioh, but as the 
guidance function has .come to be seen more qlearly, it 
has become evident that the largest contribution to 
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students at time of selection and decision comes through 
increased attention to the other functions (pp. 177-180). 
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A clear concept of the guidance functions provided by school.coun-
selors is necessary for the professional identity of counselors. With 
this in mind, a recent study investigated differences between the atti-
tudes of parents and students toward the role of the junior and senior 
high gu:idance counselors. Ideal role expections were compared to what 
was perceived as being accomplished in the areas of personal and emo-
tional counseling, college advising, vocational advising, program 
scheduling, testing, teaching, and disciplining. Items on which signif-
icant differences existed between expectations and perceptions of stu-
dents and parents were primarily in counseling, college advising, and 
vocational advising (Mason, 1975) • 
Under vocational advising, the following areas were examined: 
l. Helping students find part-time work while they are still in 
school. 
2. Helping students get working papers. 
3. Helping non-college bound students to find jobs. 
4. Introducing students to possible employers. 
In each of these four areas the parents and the students expected more 
f 1-om guidance counselors than they perceived as being delivered (Mason, 
1975). 
A study in Colorado recently explored and analyzed the perceptions 
of students and counselors as to the expected counselor's role. Popu-
1.nt ion i-or the study was all of the counselors and students in Colorado 
rrnbl.Lc hlgli schools, with the sample interviewed being 15 counselors 
and 75 students, all of whom were randomly selected. 
An in-depth personal interview instrument was developed for the 
purpose of collecting data which would determine (1) the perceptions 
of the students and counselors and (2) why the perception differences 
(if any) existed (Leaverton, 1976). 
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The five primary responsibilities of the counselor as indicated by 
the students interviewed in this study were: 
1. Personal Counseling - 86 percent 
2. Career Counseling - 74 percent 
3. Scheduling - 70 percent 
4. College Preparation - 44 percent 
5. Financial Aid - 35 percent 
The five primary responsibilities assigned t 1o the counselors as 
indicated by counselors were: 
1. Personal Counseling - 83 percent 
2. Administer and interpret IQ and aptitude tests - 58 percent 
3. Scheduling - 54 percent 
4. Career Counseling - 50 percent 
5. Record keeping - 30 percent 
Further results of the study showed that the students perceived 
they were not getting much vocational counseling and the counselors per-
ceived they were. The counselors viewed the service provided as career 
planning and the students viewed it as making a choice of co:J..leges 
(Leaverton, 1976). 
ln looking specifically at career guidance programs in area 
vocational-technical schools, one must recognize the number of problems 
created for students and school personnel in attempting to coordinate 
academic and vocational curricula (Palmo, 1976). ·Two very important 
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concerns were addressed :in thls study: (1) Coordination of the educa-
tional exper:iences between the vo-tech school a.nd the hoill.e (academic) 
school; (2) Determination of which guidance professional ls responsible 
for assisting students having academic, career, social, or personal 
difficulties (Palmo, 1976). 
The seriousness of these concerns is compout1ded by the fact that 
the majority o.f students attend vocational.;..technical schools for half 
a day and attend classes in their home high schools the other half of 
the day. This type of scheduling severely limits the students' chances 
of establishing a significant relationship with a counselor at either 
location. In addition, the vocational-technical counselor has been 
designated as the career counseling specialist, ~reating a separation 
between counseling activities labeled career and those labeled personal. 
This arbitrary separation of the vocational-technical counselor's func-
tions into career and personal categories is inconsistent with reality. 
Through a study conducted in 1975, a vocational-technical school 
counselor kept a log of daily activities and contacts with students, 
teachers, administrators, other staff, parents, employers and social 
agencies. A total of 1,637 contacts with students were made over the 
yf.~ar with an average of 180 contacts per month. Following is a list 
which shows the type of student problems presented to the counselor 




Career exploration (exploration of new 
areas or careers; post-high school 
career inquiries; job requests) 
Shop-related problems 








student and other adult) 
Absenteeism 
Total 
(Palmo, 1967, p. 171). 




Results of this study showed the counseling needs of vo-tech students 
of ten go beyond career counseling and it is impossible for the coun-
selor to consider only one aspect of the individual's life. 
In an article, "Career Education: Challenges for Counselors", 
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Kenneth Hoyt (1975) spoke about the changing role and function of coun-
selors.. He challenged counselors .to become action-oriented .... spending 
less time collecting standardized test score data and more time imple-
I 
menting performance evaluation measures, spending less time talking 
with students about part-time work and more time helping them find it, 
spending less time helping students gain admission to college and more 
time helping students decide what they plan to do after college. 
Hoyt also challenged counselors to endorse and enter into collab-
orative efforts of career guidance. He feels it is a function of the 
counselor to.be actively seeking to help teachers discover and infuse 
career implications of their subject matter into the teaching-learning 
process. Hoyt feels counselors should encourage and coordinate the use 
of resource persons from the business-labor-professional~government 
community in the classroom. He recommends parents being utilized in 
the career guidance program by exposing youth to work values, by exem-
plifying good work habits and by assisting youth in career decision 
making. In short, counselors, in Hoyt's opinion, will gain most if, 
instead of proclaiming career guidance as their unique role and 
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function, they share their expertise with all others involved in career 
·guidance activities. 
Oklahoma Area Vocational-Technical Schools 
Area vocational-technical schools are established to provide 
training for people to have a saleable skill. These schools should 
meet the needs of business, industry, and agriculture. The training 
should be for all persons who want training, need it, and can profit 
from it. 
The concept of area vocational-technical schools became a reality 
with the enactment of the VocationalAct of 1963. The Oklahoma State 
Board of Vocational and Technical Edµcation designated the first five 
area vocational-technical centers. An amendment to the State Constitu-
tion was voted by the people of Oklahoma in May, 1966, which provided 
for the formation of area vocational-technical school districts. This 
amendment allows school districts to band together to form a new unit 
of government called the area district. This new district elects a 
board of education and votes a levy for operational purposes, shared 
with State and Federal funds. Provision is also made in the amendment 
for the new district to vote bonds for constructing buildings and equip-
ment, with matching funds from the State and Federal governments. 
The area school concept is completely democratic. Its purpose is 
to offer quality, up-to-date vocational-technical education through 
local initiative, financing, and control. 
High school students must meet the eligibility requirements for the 
specific vocational or technical program of studies in which they desire 
to enroll. Students who are residents of the area district may attend 
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on a cost-free basis. Students living in neighboring school districts, 
independent or dependent, not a part of the area school district, must 
pay a tuition. 
High school students attending an area school must spend one-half 
day in the area school and one-half day in the home high school. The 
students are counted as attending a full day at the home high school. 
Credits earned in the area vocational-technical school apply to-
ward high school graduation and tnay apply toward college entrance re-
quirements. 
Full-time adult students attend classes in the area school all day. 
The majority of part-time adult classes are usually held during the 
evening hours. 
The area school concept maintains that it can provide training in 
any trade below professional level, for which a need exists and employ-
ment is available, within commuting distance of almost every resident 
of the State of Oklahoma (Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and 
Technical Education, 1975). 
Summary 
In this review of literature four separate areas were explored: 
theories of career/vocational development, history and development of 
career guidance, scope and functions of career guidance, and the devel-
opment of area vocational-technical schools in Oklahoma. These areas 
are interrelated and very important as they deal with the most precious 
of all existing resources, that of human resources. 
Careers are of central importance in peoples' lives .. They can 
satisfy their physical, social, and psychological needs and serve as 
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an avenue for self-fulfillment. Theory and research dealing with career 
development are attempts to understand the relationship that work has 
with one's feelings about self, others, and the world around him/her. 
A critically important part of career development is career guid-
ance, and like any other movement in education, career guidance has 
experienced some growing pains since its inception in the public schools 
in the early 1900's. Early on, a separation between guidance and voca-
tional education surfaced, and for many years career guidance was not 
an important focus of public school guidance programs. The trends of 
the 1970's seem to indicate a rejection of this unnatural separation 
between guidance and vocational education, and career guidance is being 
emphasized as an important part of any and all glfidance programs. 
With approximately two million youth currently out of school in 
America, with almost 20 percent of the adult population in the United 
States "functionally incompentent", and with the current rates of career 
change (seven changes during a 20~year-old person's remaining time spent 
in the labor market), career guidance does seem to be requiring and 
receiving an increased emphasis in school guidance programs (Sweeney 
and Shafe, 1978). 
Just as career guidance cannot logically be separated from guid-
ance, personal and social counseling cannot be se.parated from career 
counseling. Considering a choice of careers definitely has social and 
personal implications just as choosing a certain lifestyle and a cer-
tain group of friends has vocational implications. 
ln recent years the scope and function of career guidance has 
broadened from one concerned with matching persort and job to one which 
has a significant psychological content. It blends the personal, 
educational, and vocational aspects of career guidance into a unified 
whole. Most importantly, it emphasizes self-understanding and self-
acceptance as the basis upon which to.evaluate the occupational and 
educational alternatives available to the individual. 
Career guidance is a necessary part of guidance today. At a 
time in the United States when there seems to be more problems than 
solutions and more questions than answers, people must be encouraged 





It seems to me that this separateness of individuals the right 
of each individual to utilize his experience in his own way 
and to discover his own meanings in it - this is one of the 
most priceless potentialities of life (Rogers, 1967, p. 55). 
The purpose of this study was to determine guidance functions cur-
rently being provided by area vocational-technical schools, to identify 
guidance functions that area vocational-technical school administrators 
I I 
and guidance professionals believe should be provided, and to determine 
who should be responsible for providing these functions. 
Vocational guidance and vocational education have had a strong 
interrelationship since the beginning of this century. That relation-
ship has been based on the.assumption that vocational guidance could 
help people make wise occupational choices and that vocational educa-
tion could help them prepare for what they had chosen. Both vocational 
guidance and vocational education have become increasingly profession-
alized and dependent upon their own technologies. In the process the 
original partnership has suffered from periodic growing pains (Evans 
and Herr, 1978). 
The thrust of this study was to examine the partnership of career 
guidance and vocational education in Oklahoma area vocational-technical 
schools. The purpose of this chapter was .to d~fine terms, list assump-
ti.ans, and describe the procedures for population selection, instrumen-
tation, and data collection and analysis. 
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De fin it 1.ons 
_Counselor - A guidance professional certificated through the State 
Department of Education in accordance with their certificatio:p. require-
ments (State Department of Education, 1978-79). 
Feeder High School - High school which sends students to an area 
vocational-technical school. 
Guidance - The part of pupil personnel services aimed at maximum 
development of individual potentialities through devoting assistance to 
youth in the personal problems, choices, and decisions each must face 
as he/she moves toward maturity (Herr and Cramer, 1972). 
Guidance Function - An action contributing to the development of 
the individual, provided by guidance' personnel within a particular 
school. 
Career Guidance - The process of helping a person to develop and ----
accept an integrated and adequate picture of himself /herself and of 
his/her role in the world of work, to test this concept against reality, 
and to convert it into reality, with satisfaction to himself/herself 
and benefit to society (Herr and Cramer, 1972). 
Guidance Professional - The person in an area vocational-technical 
school responsible for guidance activities offered by the school. 
Assumptions 
In this study, for purposes of numerical analysis, assumptions 
were made that the data obtained from Correspondence II (Appendix A) 
on the first instrument dealing with guidance functions wasnominal and 
that the data obtained from Correspondence II (Appendix A) On·the second 
. instrument dealing with time spent was ordinal. 
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Jdent:Lfication of the Population 
The study has as its population administrators and guidance pro-
fessionals in Oklahoma area vocational-technical schools. Administra-
tors and at least one person responsible for guidance services were 
selected from each of the 21 area school districts: Northeast Oklahoma 
AVfS; Oklahoma Northwest AVTS; Southern Oklahoma AVTS; Tri-County AVTS; 
Western Oklahoma AVTS; Canadian Valley AVTS; Central Oklahoma AVTS; Red 
River AVTS; O. T. Autry AVTS; Caddo-Kiowa AVTS; Kiamichi AVTS; Great 
Plains AVTS; Mid-Del AVTS; Indian Capital AVTS; Moore-Norman AVTS; 
Foster Estes AVTS; Pioneer AVTS; Gordon Cooper AVTS; Indian Meridian 
AVTS; Tulsa County AVTS; Mid-America AVTS. Of the people selected from 
i 
the area school districts, 28 participants were from administrative 
services and 25 were from guidance services. 
Instrumentation 
The DELPHI Technique 
DELPHI is a written communication process providing for a meeting 
of the minds. Through the use of carefully designed communications, 
the DELPHI technique elicits· individualized responses which form the 
basis of feedback information to other participants by way of succes-
sive communicative rounds. 
The DELPHI technique was pioneered by RAND Corporation in Santa 
Monica, California, in thE! late 1940's. Olaf Helmer, senior mathe-
matician, and his colleagues used the technique in the early 19SO's in 
a classified project to reach a convergent opinion about a potential 
defense problem identified by the Air Force (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963). 
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One of the first studies in education to use the DELPHI technique 
was "Innovation in Education" conducted in 1966 by the Institute of 
Government and Public Affairs at UCLA. This pilot project was designed 
to generate some useful perspectives for thinkable changes in American 
education. The results of the study indicated that the DELPHI technique 
· held promise in educational planning (Aldelson, Alkin, Carey and Helmer, 
1967). 
DELPHI, popular with industry forecasters, has come under severe 
criticism from Dr. Marvin Centron, President of Forecasting Internation-
al Ltd. Dr. Centron feels when you ask people what they think, you end 
up with several subjective opinions which have little relevance to fore..:. 
casting. He also criticized DELPHI forecasters ~or calling upon the 
same community of people to par.ticipate in foreclists. 
Industry representatives, on the other hand, boost DELPHI. 
Milkovich et al. (1972) in professional manpower forecasting for a large 
national retail organization compared the results generated by conven-
tional regression-based models with the results generated by the DELPHI 
technique and compared both against the criterion of actual experience. 
The forecasts generated by the DELPHI technique were closer to the 
firm's "true demand" for buyers than any of the more conventional pro-
jections. 
Campbell (1968) at the University of California at Los Angeles 
used the DELPHI technique with two graduate business seminars. All 
p:lrticipants were requested to make forecasts on 16 different economic 
indicators. The DELPHI groups participated in a series of four ques-
t:i.onnaires over a six-week periOd. The DELPHI groups made better fore-
casts in 13 of the 16 economic indicators. 
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The general DELPHI procedure is to ask a selected group of partic-
Jpants to answer a question with their. own ideas. These ideas are 
collected by the investigator and combined to eliminate repetition 
and/or reworded for clarity. The revised statements are sent to the 
participants again for their rating for agreement• The mean responses 
are computed by the investigator and the items are ranked and again re-
turned to the participants·for their agreement of the overall rankings. 
This process is continued until a group consenses is reached. (Brooks, 
1974). 
The modified DELPHI technique used in this study consisted of four 
steps: 
1. The participants were asked to list guidance functions pro-
, . I 
vided by their schools in 11 different areas. 
2. The statements were reworded and combined to eliminate repeti-
tion and ambiguity to produce an opinionnaire. 
3. A revised list containing a composite listing of functions 
which are performed by persons responsible for guidance. ser-
vices in Oklahoma area schools was returned to participants 
asking them to rate who is responsible for each function: 
(1) guidance personnel, (2) other school personnel, (3) out-
side personnel, and (4) not be provided. 
4. The guidance professionals were asked to fill out an additional 
instrument identifying the amount of time spent on each guid-
ance function: (1) great deal of time, (2) moderate time, 
(3) little time, and (4) no time. 
The modified DELPHI technique in this Study was carried only two 
rounds because it was not the intent of the studyto reach group 
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consensus. Instead, it was the purpose to determine guidance functions 
current.Ly being provided by area vocational-technical schools, what 
functions administrators and.guidance professionals believe should.be 
provided, and who is responsible for each function. 
Traditionally, the DELPHI and modifications of it have been used 
for long~range forecasting, but more and more, they are beginning to 
be used to collect ideas and opinions from participants in an unbiased, 
unpressured environment. 
The opinionnaires used in this study were developed by using the 
modified DELPHI technique. Participants responded to the initial task; 
their responses were compiled and edited; an instrument of their own 
design was redistributed for further input. A more detailed look at 
how this technique generated the·opinionnaires w:\11 be outlined in the 
following paragraphs. 
The first mailing, Appendix A, contained Correspondence I and an 
explanatory letter asking for the selected participants' cooperation in 
the project. Correspondence I was a two-page instrument asking partic-
ipants to list the specific guidance functions provided by their school. 
As was determined from the literature, ten major areas of career guid-' 
ance were identified in Correspondence I, and participants could place 




When necessary, responses were combined or reworded to eliminate 
redundancy and ambiguity. The resttlting opinionnaires contained 88 
initial responses from administrators and guidance professionals con-
cerning guidance functions offered in area vocational-technical schools 
in Oklahoma. A breakdown of the responses in each area shows: 
Areas of Guidance Functions 
( 1) Consultation 
(2) Counseling 
(3) Public Relations 
(4) Recruiting 
(5) Placement 





















The second mailing, Appendix A, contained Correspondence II and an 
explanatory letter including a sincere thanks for participants' cooper-
ation in completing and returning Correspondence 1. In the second 
correspondence, administrators were asked to consider each function 
listed and indicate whether it should be provided by: (1) a person 
responsible for guidance services in your school, (2) someone in your 
school other than those responsible for guidance services, (3) someone 
outside your school, or (4) not be provided. 
Guidance professionals were asked to complete this. same instrument 
and an additional instrument indicating the relative amount of time 
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spent in each guidance function. Directions for this instrument empha-
sized "time spent" means the ''relative time spent" on the function, 
compared with the time spent on other guidance functions. There were 
four ti.me options listed for each function: (1) great deal of time, 
(2) moderate time, (3) little time, and (4) no time. 
Statistical Treatment of Data 
' 
The statistical treatment of the data was relied on to provide the 
answer to the seven research questions. These questions were asking 
w~ guidance functions are provided, w~-should be provided, ~"' 
should provide them, and is there any differ~nc::e among groups as to 
their perceptions of who should prov;i.de them? Tq accomplish the match-
ing cf statistical tests to the characteristics of this data certain 
underlying assumptions had to be met. Since nominal and ordinal data 
were involved it required the use of a nonparametric statistic. Re--
sponses on Correspondence I were used to identify what guidance func-
tions were being provided in Oklahoma area vocational-technical schools. 
A frequency distribution was computed on the responses to Correspondence 
II for.the purpose of identifying-what functions administrators and 
guidance professionals believe should be provided •. The statistical test 
2 used to check the difference between groups was JC .. or Fisher Exact 
Probability Test. 
When the data. of resea.rch consists of frequencies in discrete 
categories, x2 or the Fisher test may be used to determine the signifi-
cance of differences between two independent groups (Siegel, 1956). An 
additional question under examination was did the two groups differ with 
respect to some characteristic and therefore with r~spect to the 
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relative frequency with which group members fall in several categories. 
To answer this question, the number of cases for each group which fall 
in the various categories was counted, and the proportion of cases from 
the other group (Seigel, 1956). 
Chi Square requires that the expected frequencies in each cell 
should not be too small. If the smallest expected frequency was less 
than five, the Fisher Exact Probability Test was used. The Fisher 
Exact Probability Test is a nonparametric technique for analyzing dis-
crete data when the two i.ndependent samples are small in size. It is 
used when the scores from the two independent random samples all fall 
into one or the other of two mutually exclusive classes. The exact 
probability of the observed occurrence is found qy taking the ratio of 
the product of the factorials of the four mariginal totals to the 
product of the cell frequencies multiplied by N factorial (Seigel, 
1956). 
Limitations 
A limitation of this study was that administrators and guidance 
professi.onals could not. be compared on a one-to-one (same school) basis. 
When discrepancies in responses were noted among administrators and 
guidance professionals, it would have been helpful to examine the 
responses of an administrator and a guidance professional from the same 
school to see if the discrepancy was significant. 
Another limitation of this study would be that any generalizations, 
apart from this population sampled, cannot accurately be made to other 
populations. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
We shall not cease from exploration and the end of all our 
exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the 
place for the first time (Eliot, 1958, p. 145). 
The purpose of this study was to determine guidance functions 
currently being provided by area vocational...;.technica:l.schools, to iden-
tify the guidance functions that are1a vocationalltechnical school ad-
1 
. . i • . I . 
ministrators and guidance professionals believe. should be provided, and 
to determine who should be responsible for providing these functions. 
This was accomplished by using a modified DELPHI technique to generate 
items for two opinionnaires. The opinionnaires were then sent to area 
school administrators and guidance professionals for the purpose of 
gaining information relevant to the seven research questions contained 
in this study. The results are presented irt this chapter. Chapter V 
is devoted to the summary, conclusions, and recommendations of the data 
presented in this chapter. 
The Participants' Return Rates 
This study involved 53 people selected be~ause of their position 
~. - • . . I 
as an administrator or guidance professional in an Oklahoma area 
vocational-technical school. · Table I shows the returns fo.r each group 
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participating in the initial phase of the study, Correspondence I. 
Respondents were asked to return Correspondence I by March 1, 1979. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF PARTICIPANT 
RETURNS ON CORRESPONDENCE I 
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Groups Number Sent Total Response Percentage 
Administrators 25 15 60 
Guidance Professionals 28 19 68 
Overall 53 34 64 
----.------·· 
Table II shows the returns for each group participating 'in the 
second phase of the study, Correspondence II. Respondents were asked 
to return Correspondence II by April 15, 1979. 
A follow-up letter was not sent following Correspondence I or II 
in hopes that participants responding would be genuinely interested ·in 
the study and not merely responding because they felt obligated to do 
so. 
It should be noted there was an increase in each group's response· 
rates from Correspondence I to Correspondence II. Responses from 
administrators increased .04, responses from guidance professionals 
increased .11, and responses overall increased .08. Hopefully, these 
•increases can be attributed to participants seeing merit in the study 
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and wanting to contribute by expressing their beliefs and observations 




NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF PARTICIPANT 
RETURNS ON CORRESPONDENCE II. 
Number Sent Total Response 
25 16 
Guidance Professionals 28 22 
I 
Overall 53 38 
Results of the Data Pertaining 





Results of the data pertalning to the seven research questions 
asked in this study are presented in the following paragraphs: 
1. What guidance functions are currently being provided by area 
vocationar-technical schools? 
In order to satisfy this question, the modified DELPHI technique 
was used to gather information from administrators and guidance profes-
sionals about guidance functions· currently being provided by area 
schools. There were 88 functions in 11 different areas of guidance 
listed by respondents as functions that are currently being provided by 
area vocational-technical schools. Table III provides a listing of 
these 88 functions • 
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. 2. What functions do administrators in area vocational-technical 
schools believe should be provided? 
To obtain the necessary data to answer this question, administra-
tors were asked to respond to an opinionnaire (Correspondence II, 
Appendix A). In this opinionnaire administrators indicated which guid-
ance functions they felt should be provided and whose responsibility it 
was to provide them. It can be seen by examining Table III that the 
vast majority of administrators felt each of the 88 functions should be 
provided in an area school guidance program. The greatest number of 
administrators that felt any one function should 
1
not be provided was 
three, with the majority believing each function should be provided by 
guidance or other school personnel. 
3. Whom do administrators believe should provide these functions? 
In order to respond to this question, administrators were asked in 
Correspondence II to indicate whom they felt should be responsible for 
each function. Their responses are shown in Table III. There were 47 
functions identified by a majority of administrators to be functions 
for which guidance personnel in area schools should be responsible. 
These functions are shown in Table IV. The remaining 41 functions were 
identified by administrators as functions to be provided by other school 
personnel. A majority of administrators felt each function should be 
provided by someone within the area vocational-technical school. 
Ii. What functions do guidance professionals in area vocational-
technical schools feel should be provided? 
TABLE III 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ADMINISTRATORS' AND 
GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS' RESPONSES ON 
CORRESPONDENCE II 
•· 
F\lllctions To Be Provided By 
Functions 
1. Provide counseling for secondary stu-
dents in vocational planning 
2. Provide counseling for students in 
educational areas such as poor grades, 
appropriate educational placement, 
etc.** 
3. Provide counseling for secondary stu-
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided B~* 
Functions Respondents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4. Workwith secondary students exper- Administrator 8 4 2 1 1 
iencing attendance problems Guidance Prof. 10 8 3 1 
5. Provide appropriate counseling for Administrator 14 1 1 
adult students Guidance Prof. 14 7 l 
6. Provide financial aid counseling Administrator 8 8 
Guidance Prof. 13 8 1 
7. Share VIEW materials with vocational Administrator 5 7 2 2 
classes Guidance Prof. 12 4 3 1 1 
8. Refer students for outside pro- Administrator 11 2 2 1 
f essional help when necessary Guidance Prof. 19 1 1 1 
9 •.. Assist prospective students in the Administrator 12 3 1 
area of career guidance Guidance Prof. 21 1 
10. Counsel and off er assistance to Administrator 11 1 1 2 1 
potential dropouts Guidance Prof. 20 1 1 
11. .Provide information about vo-tech Administrator 7 7 1 1 
to dropouts Guidance Prof. 17 2 2 1 
12. Provide information to adults about Administrator 9 6 1 
additional training Guidance Prof. 11 10 1 
. .i::-
w 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided Bi* 
Functions Respondents l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
13. Of fer group counseling on impor- Administrator 12 2 1 l 
tance of attitudes Guidance Prof. 14 4 2 1 1 
14. Administer and/or interpret appro- Administrator 10 4 2 
priate tests to secondary stu- Guidance Prof. 17 l 3 1 
dents and adults (GATBY, NELSON 
READING, SRA MATH, CAT TEST, WISC, 
and WAIS) 
15. Maintain and/or accumulate standard- Administrator 8 4 4 
ized test scores from achievement Guidance Prof. 10 3 4 5 
tests administered at the student's 
home high schoois 
16. Review past records of student's Administrator 13 1 2 
achievements and aptitudes.to gain Guidance Prof. 18 1 1 
valuable background information 
17. Write individual prescriptions for Administrator 3 10 2 1 
students in the learning resource Guidance Prof. 16 1 3 1 
centers 
18. Refer students to other agencies for Administrator 11 1 4 
further evaluation (Resource Learning Guidance Prof. 18 1 3 
Center, Rehab, Evaluation Center, 
Regional Guidance Center)** 
~ 
~ 
TABLE III (Continued) 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided By*. 
Functions Respondents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
26. Invite all accepted new students to Administrator 8 7 1 
visit their classes for the follow- Guidance Prof. 12 6 2 1 
ing year 
2 7. Enroll day students Administrator 12 4 
Guidance Prof. 15 6 1 
28. Enroll evening students _Administrator 4 10 1 
--
Guidance Prof. 2 18 2 
29. Hos-t visi.ting prospective students Administrator 11 4 1 
to brief them on program, answer Guidance Prof. 14 5 3 
questions, etc. 
30. Itliti~te meetings with home high Administrator 15 1 
school counselors to enhance under- Guidance Prof. 19 3 
standing of mutual goals and problems 
31. Aid in career education programs by Administrator 9 5 1 1 
assisting with career days, making Guidance Prof. 13 5 1 3 
available a career mobile unit, etc. 
32. Compile daily_attendance reports Administrator 3 12 1 
Guidance Prof. 22 
33. Work with home high school coun- Administrator 13 2 1 
selors on individual student Guidance Prof. 18 1 3 
··problems 
""" 0\ 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided Bi* 
Functions Respondents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
34. Work with home high schools to Administrator 12 3 l 
enroll students Guidance Prof. 17 3 2 
35. Supervise return of grades and Administrator 5 11 
credits to registrar of home high Guidance Prof. 2 19 1 
schools 
36. Provide brochures and individual Administrator 7 8 1 
class outlines to home high school Guidance Prof. 9 8 1 3 
principals and counselors 
37. Provide information to teachers about Administrator 13 2 1 
test scores, social, economic, and Guidance Prof. 19 1 2 
cultural backgrounds of students 
38. Assist teachers in understanding Administrator 11 5 
individual differences so that class- Guidance Prof. 19 1 1 1 
room activities will be more vital to 
students 
39. Cooperate with staff in organizing Administrator 14 1 1 .. 
guidance activities that are cor- Guidance Prof. 19 2 1 
:related with classwork 
40. Participate in parent-teacher Administrator 12 1 3 
conferences Guidance Prof. 16 2 l 3 
~ 
-...) 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided By* 
Functions Respondents 1 2 3 4 5 6 "7 8 I 
- 41. Consult local high school counselors Administrator 13 2 and principals concerning student Guidance Prof. 14 5 3 
opportunities and student progress 
42. Consult with instructor on.student Administrator 13 2 1 
problems Guidance Prof. 19 1 2 
43. Consult with resource professionals Administrator 7 6 2 
in order to best serve handicapped Guidance Prof. 13 7 2 
students 
44. Work with students and teachers in Administrator 3 12 1 
youth organizations Guidance Prof. 6 15 1 
45. Disseminate information concerning Administrator 11 5 
scholarships, educational opportu- Guidance Prof. 18 1 3 
nities, vocational information, and 
community services** 
46. Supervise orientation of new students Administrator 7 8 1 
Guidance Prof. 11 3 3 
47. Work with parents in explaining en- Administrator 13 1 1 1 
rollment procedures, class offerings, Guidance Prof. 15 4 3 
and course requirements 
48. Consult and cooperate with parents Administrator 10 2 3 1 
on personal problems of students Guidance Prof. · 16 3 3 ~ co 
Functions 
49. Refer students to community agencies 
when their services are needed 
50. Meet and visit with business and 
industry concerning vo-tech programs 
and job placement 
51. Coordinate field trips into the 
colQlllunity .. 
52. Participate on advisory connnittees 
with representatives from business 
. and industry 
53. Visit business and industry for the 
purpose of providing occupational 
and manpower data to students and 
instructors 
54. Attend meetings, workshops, and con-
ferences pertaining to counseling 
(OPGA, APGA, OVA, OVGA, etc.) 
55 •. Work with State Department of Educa-
tion staff to improve quality of 
guidance programs offered in area 
schools 































Functions To Be Provided By* 




























TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided By* 
Functions Respondents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
56. Provide inservice to home high school Administrator 12 1 1 1 
counselors concerning opportunities Guidance Prof. 15 6 1 
for students at vo-tech 
57. Provide inservice to teachers dealing Administrator 11 4 1 
with student problems, student atti-:" Guidance Prof. 16 5 1 
tudes, decision-making skills for 
students, etc. 
58. Provide instructors with information Administrator 10 4 1 
about tests and financial aids during Guidance Prof. 14 7 1 
inservice training 
59. Attend weekly guidance staf fings at Administrator 12 1 3 
area school Guidance Prof. 11 2 1 5 
60. Aid teachers in placing students in Administrator 8 7 1 
gainful employment Guidance Prof. 12 8 2 
61. Assist·in securing follow-up infor- Administrator 6 9 1 
mation telling where each student Guidance Prof. 8 12 2 
works 
62. Arrange for work-study opportunities Administrator 3 11 1 1 
for adults and secondary students Guidance Prof. 4 15 2 
63. Aid students in finding part.,...time Administrator 5 10 1 
or permanent employment Guidance Prof. 8 10 4 vi 
0 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided Bi* 
.Functions Respondents 1 '1 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... 
64. Keep an accurate and up-to-date file Administrator 5 11 
of all. student data submitted to Guidance Prof. 6 13 3 
State Department of Vo-Tech Education 
65. Analyze follow-up and student status Administrator 4 12 
reports Guidance Prof. 3 12 5 
. 66. Serve as liaison between business and Administrator 3 12 1 
industry and individual instructors Guidance Prof. 6 14 2 
concerning employment opportunities 
67. Maintain job advertisement bulletin Administrator 5 11 
board Guidance Prof. 7 13 1 1 
68. Conduct research for area school Administrator 15 1 
purposes Guidance Prof. 3 14 3 1 
69. Analyze local and state follow-up Administrator 2 13 1 
information as a means for evaluating Guidance Prof. 4 11 1 1 4 
programs 
70. Analyze State Department reports, Administrator 1 12 1 2 
Employment Security Commission Guidance Prof. 5 9 1 1 5 
Bulletins, OTIS Bulletins 
71. Provide statistics needed by other Administrator 2 12 2 
researchers in vocational education Guidance Prof. 3 12 2 3 
'.;Ji ,_.. 
Functions 
72. Read and stay abreast of new methods 
and techniques in vocational guidance 
73. Participate in open house 
74. Develop news articles, radio spots, 
displays and exhibits concerning 
vo-tech 
75. Assist with school brochures 
76. Answer letters of inquiry regarding 
vo-tech classes 
77. Present civic group programs 
78. Develop vo-tech newsletters to be 
sent to graduates, parents, business 
and industry, community leaders, etc. 
79. Visit home high schoe>ls,. mid-highs, 
and junior highs to gain rapport with 
administrators and guidance personnel 


































Functions To Be Provided By* 




































TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions Respondents 1 
80. Locate students and assist them in Administrator 6 
presenting programs to home high Guidance Prof. 11 
schools and civic clubs 
81. Participate in workshops with youth Administrator 8 
sponsored by community agencies Guidance Prof. 8 
82. Plan and develop activities for Administrator 3 
national vo-tech week Guidance Prof. 4 
83. Distribute BEDG and CETA funds and Administrator 1 
keep appropriate records for both Guidance Prof.· 2 
84. Coordinate pilot projects with State Administrator 2 
Department of Institution, Social, Guidance Prof. 2 
And Rehabilitative Services 
85. Plan, prepare, and distribute night Administrator . 1 
class brochures for adult part-time Guidance Prof. 1 
programs 
86. Invite resource people to speak to Administrator 3 
















Functions To Be Provided Bi* 















TABLE III (Continued) 
Functions To Be Provided By* 
Functions Respondents l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
87. Aid in supervising adult night Administrator . 3 12 l 
classes Guidance Prof. 4 15 3 
. 88. Assume responsibility for Registrar Administrator 2 13 l 
work Guidance Prof. l 20 l 
*(l) Guidance Personnel, (2) Other School Personnel, (3) Outside Personnel, (4) Not To Be Provided, 
(5) Guidance Personnel and Other School.Personnel, (6) Guidance Personnel and Outside Personnel, (7) Other 
School Personnel and Outside Personnel, and (8) Guidance Personnel, Other School Personnel, Outside Per..;. 
sonnel · . 




A LISTING OF FUNCTIONS WHICH A MAJORITY OF. 
ADMINISTRATORS INDICATED SHOULD BE 




l. Initiate meetings with home high school counselors to 
enhance understanding of mutual goals and problems 
2. Attend meetings, workshops, and conferences pertain1.ng 




3.· Workwith State Department of Education staff to improve 100.0 
quality of guidance programs offered in area schools 
4. Read and stay abreast of new methods and techniques in 
vocational· education 
I 
5. Cooperate with staff in organizing guidaJ;tce activities 
that are correlated with classwork 
6. Participate :in parent-teacher conferences 
7. Participate in open house 
8. Provide counseling for secondary students in vocational 
planning 
9. Counsel and offer assistance to potential dropouts 
10. Provide appropriate counseling for adult students 
11. Work with home high school counselors on individual 
student problems 
12. Consult with instructor on student problems 
lJ. Work with parents :in explaining enrollment procedures~ 
cl.ass offerings, and course requ1rements 










87 • .5 
87.5 
87.5 
15. · Visit home high schools, mid-highs, and junior highs to 87.S 
gain rapport with administrators and guidance personnel 
16. Consult local high school counselors· and principals con- 86.7 
cerning student opportunities and student progress 
56 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Functions Percentage 
17. Provide inservice to home high school counselors con-
cerning opportunities for students at vo-tech 
18. Review past records of student's achievements and 
aptitudes to gain valuable background inform~tlon 
19. Assist prospective students in the area of career guid-
ance. 
20. Work with hotne high schools to enroll students 
21. Provide information to teachers about test scores, 
social, economic, and.cultural backgrounds of students 








23. Assist with school brochures 81. 3 
2!1. Provide counsel:i.ng for secondary students experiencing 75 • 0 
personal problems 
25. Work with secondary students experiencing attendance 75.0 
problems 
26. Refer students for outside professional help when 
necessary 
75.0 
2 7. Aid students in finding part-time or permanent employ- 75 .O 
ment 
28. Assist feeder schools in testing and assessment when 75.0 
they request services 
29. · Iriitiate forums in feeder high schools designed to 75 .O 
familiarize students with programs available at 
vo-tech 
JO. Enroll day students 7.5 .O 
31. t\t tend week.Ly guidance st.affings at area school 75 .O 
32. Provide instructors with information about tests and 73.3 
financial aids during inservice trainings 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Functions 
33. Refer students to other agencies for further evalua-
tion (Resource Learning Center, Rehab,. Evaluation 
Center, Regional Guidance Center) 
34. Visit feeder schools and speak to students about pro-
grams in vo-tech (slide presentations, assemblies, ·· 
class meetings, etc.) 
35. Host visiting prospective students to. brief them on 
program, answer questions, etc. 
36, Assist teachers in understanding individual differences 
so that classroom activities will be more vital to 
students 
37. Disseminate information concerning scholarsqips; educa-
tional opportunities, vocational. information, and 
community services 
38. Provide inset'vice to teachers dealing with student 
problems, student attitudes, dectsion-making skills 
for students, etc. 
39. Provide counseling for students in educational areas 
such as poor grades, appropriate educational placement, 
etc. 
40. Provide information to adults about additional training 
41. Administer and/or interpret appropriate tests to 
secondary students and adults (GATBY, NELSON READING, 
SRA MATH, CAT TEST, WISC, WAIS) 
42. Aid in career education programs by assisting with 
career days, making available a career mobile unit, etc. 
43. Present civic group programs 
41,. Partic:i.pate. in workshops with youth sponsored by 
community agencies 
l•'>. Consul L with resource professionals i.n order to best 
serve handicapped students 
46. Escort visitors through shops and classrooms 



















To obtain the nec:essary data to answer this question, guidance 
professionals were asked to respond to an opinionnaire (Correspondence 
II, Appendix A). In this opinionnaire guidance professionals indicated 
which guidance functions they felt should be provided· and whose respon-
sibility it should be to provide them. By examining Table III it is 
evident that the majority of guidance professionals also felt each of 
the 88 functions should be provided. Three functions were identified 
by five guidance professionals as a function that should not be pro-
vided. The three functions were: (1) maintain and/or accumulate 
standardized test scores from achievement tests administered at the 
student's home high school, (2) attend weekly guidance staffings at 
area schools, and (3) assist feeder schools in testing and assessment 
when they request services. 
5. Whom do guidance professionals believe should provide these 
functions? 
To satisfy this question, guidance professionals were asked in 
Correspondence II to indicate whom they felt should be responsible for 
each function. Their responses are contained in Table III. There were 
56 functions identified by a majority of guidance professionals to be 
functions for which they should be responsible. At least 75 percent 
of the guidance professionals identified 32 functions for which they 
should be responsible. These functions are shown-in Table V. The 32 
functions that were not seen as func:tions of area school. guidance per-
sonnel were seen as functions to be provided by other school personnel. 
6. ls there a significant difference among the two groups as to 
their pt!rceptions of what functions should be provided and by 
whom they shoo.Id be provided? 
TABLE V 
A LISTING OF FUNCTIONS WHICH 75 PERCENT OF 
GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS INDICATED 
THEY SHOULD PROVIDE 
59 
Functions Percentage · 
l. Provide counseling for students in educational areas 
such as poor grades, appropriate educational placement, 
etc. 
100.0 
2. Proviqe counseling for secondary students experiertcing 100.0 
personal problems 
3. Assist prospective students in the area of career guid- 100.0 
ance 
4. Counsel and offer assistance to potential dropouts 
I 
S. Provide counseling for secbndary students in vocational 
planning 





7. Refer students to other agencies for further evaluation 95.S 
(Resource Learning Center, Rehab, Evaluation Center, 
Regional Guidance Center) 
8. Work with home high school counselors on individual 95.5 
student problems 
9. Consult with instructor on student problems 95.5 
10. Disseminate information concerning scholarships, edtica- 95. 5 
tional opportunities, vocational information~ and 
community services 
11. Attend meetings, workshops, and conferences pertaining 95.5 
to counseling (OPGA, APGA, OVA, OVGA, etc~) 
12. Read artd stay abreast of new methods and techniques in 95.5 
vocational guidance 
lJ. Visit home high schools, mid-highs, and junipr highs 95.5 
to gain valuable background information 
14. Review past records of student's <3.Chievetnents and 95.0 
aptitudes to gain valuable background information 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Functions. 
15. Assist teachers in understanding individual differences 
so that classroom activities will be more vital to 
students 
16. Participate in open house 
17. Work with State Department of Education staff to 
improve quality of guidance programs offered in area 
schools 
18. Visit feeder schools and speak to students about pro-
grams in vo-tech (slide presentations, assemblies, 
class meetings, etc.) 
19. Initiate meetings with home high school cotmselors to 
enhance understanding of mutual, goals and problems 
20. Work with home high schools to enroll students 
21. Provide information to teachers about test scores, 
social, economic, and clutural backgrounds of students 
22. Cooperate with staff in organizing guidance activities 
that are correlated with classwork 
23. Participate in parent-teacher conferences 
24. Consult and cooperate with parents on personal 
problems of students 
25. Refer students to community agencies when their 
services are needed 
26. Pri>v:ide Jn formation about vo-tech to dropouts 
27. Administer and/or interpret appropriate tests to 
secondary students and adults (GA'l'BY, NELSON·. READING, 
SRA MATH, CAT TEST, WISC, WAIS) 
28. Work with parents in explaining enrollment p)rocedures, 
class offerings, course requirements 
29. Answer letters of inquiry regarding vo-tech classes 
30. Host visiting prospective students to brief them 011 




















TABLE V (Continued) 
Functions Percentage 
31. Consult local high school counselors and principals 77. 3 
concerning student opportunities and student progress 
32. Provide inservice to teachers dealing with student 77.3 
problems, student attitudes, decision-making;skills 
for students, etc. 
62 
There are no sighificant clif ferences between groups relative to 
which guidance functions should be provided. Both administrators and 
counselors indicated each of the 88 functions should be provided. In 
order to determine if there was a significant difference atnong groups 
as to who should be responsible for each function, the x2 test for 
independent samples was performed on all the functions. If the small'-
est cell frequency on any one function was less than five, the Fisher 
Exact Probability was used. 
A significant difference at the 0.05 level among the groups was 
found for four of the 88 functions. The functi:ons were as follows 
and accompanying each function is a brief discussion as to where the 
difference was significant. 
(2) Provide counseling for stud~nts in educ~tional areas such as 
poor grades, appropriate educational placement, etc. P = 0.003 
The majority of administrators rated this function as guidance 
personnels' responsibility, but six administrators felt it should be 
provided by other school personnel or outside personnel. All guidance 
professionals felt it was their responsibility or a shared function-. 
(3) Provide counseling for secondary st.udents experiencing atten-
dance problems. P = 0.02. 
A majority of both administrators and. guidance professionals felt 
this function should be provided by guidance personnel, but the possi-
bility for disagreement was evident among administrators. Four admin-
istrators identified this function as one that should.be provided by 
other school or outside personnel; whereas all gu,idance professionals 
felt it should .be provided by guidance personn~l. 
63 
(18) Refer students to other agencies for further evaluation 
(Resource Learning Center, Rehab, Evaluation Center, Regional 
Guidance Center). P = 0.038 
Even though· the majority of administrators and guidance profes-
sionals agreed this function should be provided by guidance personnel, 
the possibility for another answer is significant. Five administrators 
and one guidance professional .felt· it should be provided by other 
school or outside personnel. Three guidance professionals saw it as a 
shared responsibility. 
(45) Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educational 
opportunities, vocational information, and community services. 
p = 0.038 
Again, the majority of administrators and guidance professionals 
agreed this function should be provided by guidance personnel, but five 
administrators viewed this as the responsibility of other school per-
sonnel. One guidance professional identified it as a function of other 
school personnel, while three felt it was a shared responsibility. 
7. ls there an observable difference among the groups as to their 
perceptions of who is responsible for each function compared 
with the amount of time spent by guidance professionals in 
each function? 
In order to obtain data that would allow a comparison of function 
and time to be made, the guidance professiorials·were asked to complete 
a second instrument. This instrument (Correspondence II, Appendix A) 
asked guidance professionals to indicate the relative amount of time 
they spent on each function. Table VI compares guidance functions and 
64 
guidance personnels' time. For the purpose of examining apparent dif-
ferences in function vs. time, Table VI has been coded in three ways: 
(1) all functions requiring much time by 25 percent or more guidance 
professionals have been identified by a (-), (2) all functions requiring 
moderate plus much time by 50 percent or more guidance professionals 
(excluding the 25 percent who said much time) have been identified by 
a (0), and (3) all functions requiring no time by 25 percent or more 
guidance professionls have been identified by a (../). 
There were 19 functions identified by 25 percent or more of the 
guidance professionals as ones requiring much time (Table VII). Out 
of those 19 functions, ll were found to be congruent with administra-
tors' and guidance professionalf:l' feelings that guidance personnel 
should spend time in that function. By looking ~t the amount of time 
spent by guidance personnel in each function and.the percentage of 
administrators or guidance professionls that actually felt the function 
as the guidance professional's responsibility, seven functions seemed 
to merit further consideration. These functions contained the largest 
discrepancies between function and time and will be discussed individ-
ually. 
(4) Work with secondary students experiencing attendance problems. 
All (100 percent) guidance professionals indicated they spent time 
in this function, with 15 out of 21 indicating they spent moderate to 
much time in this function. Yet, 25 percent of the administrators and 
36 percent of the guidance professionals felt this function should be 
provided by someone other than the guidance staff. 
(21) Visit feeder schools and speak to students about programs 
in vo-tech. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS AND 
GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS' TIME 
Functions 
1. Provide counseling.for secondary students in 
vocational planning 
2. Provide counseling for students in educational 
areas. such as poor grades,. appropriate educa-
tional placeJDent, etc. 
3. Provide counseling for secondary students exper-
iencing personal problems 
4. Work With secondary students experiencing 
attendance· problems 
5. Provide appropriate counseling for adult students 
6. Provide financial aid counseling 
7. Share VIEW materials with vocational clas~es 
8. Refer students for outside professional help when 
necessary 
















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
10. Counsel and offer assistance to potential dropouts 
11. Provide information about vo-tech to dropouts 
12. Provide information to adults about additonal 
training 
13. Offer group counseling on importance of attitudes 
14. Acbninister and/or interpret appropriate tests 
to secondary students and adults (GATBY, NELSON 
RJW>I,NG, SRA MATH, CAT TEST, WlSC, WAIS) 
15. ~intain and/or accumulate standardized test 
scores from achievement tests administered at 
the student's home high school 
16. Review past records of student's achievements and 
aptitudes to gain valuable background information 
17. Write individual prescriptions for students in 
the learning resource centers 
18. Refer students to other agencies for further 
evaluation (Resource Learning Center, Rehab, 


















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
19. Assist feeder schools in testing and assessment 
when they request services 
20. Create slide presentations, advertisements, bro-
chures, radio and TV spots announcing vocational 
programs 
21. Visit feeder schools and speak to students about 
programs in vo-tech (slide presentations, 
asselllblies, class meetings, etc.)· 
22. Escort visitors through shops and classrooms 
23. Initiate forums in feeder high schools designed 
to familiarize studentsw:i:th·programs available 
. at vo-tech 
24. Work with agencies· such as Voe Rehab, CETA, 
Veterans, BIA to develop awareness of training 
opportunities available at vo-tech 
25. Coordinate summer orientation program for area 
Jug.for highschqols 
26. Invite all accepted new students to visit their 














































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
27. Enroll day students 
28. Enroll evening students 
29. Host visiting prospective students to brief them 
on programs, answer questions, etc. 
30. Initiate meetings with home high school counselors 
to enhance understanding of mutual goals and 
problems 
31. Aid in career education programs by assisting 
with career days, making available a career 
mobile unit, etc. 
32. Compile daily attendance reports 
33. Work with home high school counselors on indi-
vidual student problems 
34. Work with home high schools to enroll students 
35. Supervises return of grades and credits to 


















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
36. Provide brochures and individual class outlines 
to home high school principals and counselors 
37. Provide information to teachers about test scores, 
social, economic, and cultural backgrounds of 
students 
38. Assist tea,chers in understanding individual dif-
ferences so that classroom activities will be 
more vital to students 
39. Cooperate with staff in organizing guidance 
activities that are correlated with classwork 
40. Part.icipate in parent-teacher conferences 
41. Consult local high school counselors and 
principals concerning student opportunities 
and student progress 
· 42. Consult with instructor on student problems 
43. Consult with resource professionals in order 














































TABLE VT (Continued) 
·Functions 
44. Work with students and teachers in youth 
organizations 
45. Disseminate information concerning scholarships, 
educational opportunities, vocational informa-
tion, and community services 
46. Supervise orientation of new students 
47. Work with parents in explaining enrollment 
procedures, class offerings, course requirements 
48. Consult and cooperate with parents on personal 
problems of students 
49. Refer students to community agencies when their 
services are.needed 
50. Meet and visit with business and industry con-
cerning vo-tech programs and job placement 
51. Coordinate field trips into the community 
52. Participate on advisory committees with repre-



















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
53 .. Visit business and industry for the purpose of 
providing occupational and manpower data to 







54. Attend meetings, workshops, and conferences per- 100.0 
taining to counseling (OPGA, APGA, OVA, OVGA, etc.) 
55. Work with State Department of Education staff 
to improve quality of guidance programs offered 
in area schools 
56. Provide inservice to home high school counselors 
concerning.opportunities forstudents at vo-tech 
57. Provide inservice to teachers dealing with 
student problems, student attitudes, decision-, 
tnakingskills for students, etc. 
58. Provide instructors with information about tests 
and financial aids during inservice trainings 
59. Attend weekly guidance staffings at area school 










































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Fl.inctions 
61. Assist in securing follow-up information telling 
where each student works 
62. Arrange for work-study opportunities for adults 
and secondary students ·. · 
63. Aid students in finding part-time or permanent 
employment 
64. Keep an accurate and up-to-date file of all 
student data submitted to State Department of 
Vo-Tech.Education 
65. Analyze follow-up.and student status reports 
66. Serve as liaison between business and industry 
and in.dividual instructors concerning employ-
ment opportunities 
67. Maintain job advertisement bulletin board 
68. Conduct research for area school purposes 
69. Analyze local and state follow-up.information 





















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
70. Analyze State Department reports, Employment 
Security Commission Bulletins, OTIS Bulletins 
71. Provide statistics needed by other researchers 
in vocational education 
72. Read and stay abreast of new methods and tech-
niques in vocational education 
73. Participate in open house 
74. Develop news articles, radio spots, displays 
and exhibits coi;icerning vo-tech 
75. Assist with school brochures 
76. Answer letters of inquiry regarding vo-tech 
classes 
77. Pre.sent civic group programs 
78. Developvo-tech newsletters to be sent to 
graduates, parents, business and industry, 




















































TABLE VI (Continued) 
Functions 
79. Visit home high schools, mid-highs, and 
junior highs to gain rapport with admin-
istrators and guidance personnel 
80. Locate students and assist them in presenting 
programs to home high schools and civic clubs 
81. Participate in workshops with youth sponsored 
by community agencies 
82. Plan and develop activities for National 
Vo-Tech Week 
83. Distribute BEDG and CETA funds and keep 
records for both 
84. Coordinate pilot projects with State Depart-
ment of Institution, Social, and Rehabilitative 
Services 
85. Plan, prepare, and distrib1lte night class bro-
chures fo·r adult part-time programs 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
.Percentage o~ Percentage of Percentage of 
Administrators Guidance Prof. Guidance. Prof. 
Responding Responding Spending Time 
"Guidance "Guidance On This 
Functions Function" Function" Function * 
87. Aid in supervising adult night classes 25.0 81. 8 52~4 / 
88. Assume responsibility for registrar work 18.8 9.1 42.9 ../ 






or more indicated they 
or more indicated they 
they spent much time) 
or more indicated they 
spent moderate plus much time in this function (excludes 25 percent 
- -





A LISTING OF FUNCTIONS THAT REQUIRE "MUCH 
TIME'' AS IDENTIFIED BY 25 PERCENT OR 
MORE OF THE GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS 
Functions 
1. Provide counseling for secondary students in vocational planning 
2. Provide counseling for secondary students experiencing personal 
problems 
3. Work with secondary students experiencing attendance problems 
4. Assist prospective students in the area of career guidance* 
5. Counsel and offer assistance to potential dropouts 
76 
6. Administer and/or interpret appropriilte tests to secondary stu-
dents and adults (GATBY, NELSON READING, SRA MATH, CAT TEST, WISC, 
WAIS) 
7. Visit feeder schools and speak to students about program in vo-tech 
(slide presentations, assemblies, class meetings, etc.)* 
8. Escort visitors through shops and classrooms* 
9. Initiate forums in feeder high schools c;lesigned to familiarize stu-
dents with programs available atvo-tech 
10. Enroll day students* 
11. Host visiting prospective students to brief them on program, an..,. 
swer questions, etc.* 
12. Initiate meetings with home high school counselors to enhance 
understanding of mutual goals and problems 
13. Work with home high schools to enroll students 
14. Provide brochures and individual class outlines to home high school 
principals and counselors* 
15. Consult with instructor on st.udent ·problems 
16. Consult and cooperate with parents on personal problems of students 
17. Participate in open house 
18. Assist with school brochures* 
19. Visit home high schools, mid-highs, arid junior highs to gain rap-
port with administrators and guidance personnel · 
*Largest discrepancies between function and time 
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There was '31 percent of the administrators who felt this function 
should be provided by someone other than guidance professionals; yet 
100 percent of the guidance professionals spent time in this function, 
with 20 out of 21 indicating they spent moderate to much time in this 
function. 
(22) Escort visitors through shops and class.rooms. 
All (100 percent) guidance professionals spent time in this func~ 
tion, with 18 indicating they spent moderate to much time. At the same 
time, only 57 percent of administrators and 60 percent of the guidance 
professionals felt it should be provided by .guidance.personnel. 
(27) Enroll day students. 
There were 25 percent of the administrators and 27 percent of the 
guidance professionals who felt th~s function should be.provided by 
other school personnel; yet, 19 out of 21 guidance professionals spent 
moderate to much time in this function. 
(29) Host visiting prospective students to brief them on programs, 
answer questions, etc. 
There were 31 percent of the administrators and 23 percent of the 
guidance professionals who felt this function should be provided by 
other school personnel; however, nin guidance professionals indicated 
they spent much time in this function, with ten additional guidance pro-
fessionals indicating they spent moderate time in this function. 
(36) Provide brochures and individual class outlines to home high 
school principals and counselors 
Only 50 percent of the administrators and 57 percent of the guid-
ance professionals felt this was a function of guidance personnel; yet, 
16 out of 22 guidance professionals spent moderate to much time in this 
function. 
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Cl'.1) i\sslsr with !H.:hool br.od1url'.!s. 
There was 81 percent of the administrators who felt this was a 
function of guidance personnel, while only 50 percent of the guidance 
professionals felt this same way; however, 14 guidance professionals 
indicated they spent moderate to much time in this function. 
There were 20 functions which were identified by 50 percent or 
more of the guidance professionals as ones requiring moderate to much 
ti.me (Table VIII). Out of these. 20 functions, eight seemed to merit 
further consideration. A discussion of these functions and their dis-
erepancies follows: 
(2) Provide eounsc~ling for students in educational areas such as 
poor grades, appropriate educational placement, etc. 
I I 
Of the administrators, 62 percent felt this, function. should be 
provided by guidance personnel, while 100 percent of guidance profes-
s:ionaTs felt it was their responsibility. There were 14 guidance pro-
fcssionals who spent moderate to much time in this function, so it 
appears the disagreement in this. case is between administrators and 
guidance professionals concerning who should provide this function. 
(11) Provide in formation about vo-tech to dropouts. 
or the admin:istr.ators, 50 percent felt this function should be 
provjded by someone other than guidance personnel; yet, 12 guidance 
professionals indicated they spent moderate to much time in this func-
tion. 
(45) Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educational 
opportuniti.es, vocational information, and conununity services. 
Of the guidance professiot1als, 95 percent felt this function to be 
their responsibility; yet, ten spent very little time in this area. 
TABLE VIII 
A LI STING OF FUNCTIONS THAT REQUIRE ''MODERATE TO 
MUCH TIME" AS IDENTIFIED BY 50 PERCENT OR 
MORE OF THE GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS 
Functions 
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l. Provide counseling for students in educational areas such as poor 
grades, appropriate educational placement, etc.* 
2. Provide information about vo-tech to dropouts* 
3. Invite all accepted new students to visit their classes for the 
following year 
4. Aid in career education programs by assisting with career days, 
making available a career mobile unit, etc. 
5. Work with home high school counselors on individual student prob-
lems 
6. Provide informat:ion to teachers about test ~cores, social, econom-
ic, and cultural backgrounds of students 
7. Assist teachers in understanding individual differences so that 
classroom activities will be more vital to students 
8 .. Consult local high school counselors and principals concerning 
student opportunities and student progress 
9. Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educational op-
portunities, vocational information, and community services* 
10. Supervise orientation of new students* 
11. Work with parents in explaining enrollment procedures, class offer-
ings, course requirements 
12. Attend meetings, workshops, and conferences pertaining to counsel-
ing (OPGA, APGA• OVA, OVGA, etc.) 
13. Provide inservice to home high school counseiors concerning oppor-
tunities for students at vo-tech 
1!1. Provide inservice to teachers dealing with· Student problems, stu-
dent attitudes, decision•making skills for students, etc. 
15. Keep an accurate and up-to-date file on all student data submitted 
to State Department of Vo-Tech Education* 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Functions 
16. Analyze follow-up and student status reports* 
17. Read and stay abreast of new methods and techniques in vocational 
guidance 
18. Develop news articles, radio spots, displays and exhibits concern-
ing vo-tech,'( 
19. Answer letters of inquiry regarding vo-tech classes* 
20. Present civic group programs 
---------------------------------------------
>'(Largest <l:iscrepanc.i.es between function and time 
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(46) Supervise orientation of new students. 
Only SO percent of the administrators and 64 percent of the guid-
ance professionals saw this as a function of guidance personnel; how-
ever, 16 out of 22 guidance professionals indicatedthey spent moderate 
to much time in this function. 
(64) Keep an accurate and up-to-date file of all student data sub-
mitted to State Department of Vo-Tech Education. 
Over two~thirds of the administrators (68.7 percent) and just 
under two-thirds of the guidance professionals (59·percent) felt this 
func:tion should be provided by someone other than guidance personnel; 
yet, 13 out of 22 guidance professionals spent moderate to much time in 
this function. 
(65) Analyze follow-up and student status reports. 
Only 25 percent of administrators and 40 percent of the guidance 
professionals saw this as a function of guidance personnel while ten 
guidance professionals indicated they spent moderate time in this func-
tion. 
(74) Develop news articles, radio spots, displays and exhibits 
concerning vo-tech. 
There were 13 percent of administrators and 18 percent of guidance 
professionals who felt this function should be provided by guidance 
professionals, while 12 guidance professionals indicated they spent 
moderate to much time in this function. 
(76) Answer letters of inquiry regarding vo-tech classes. 
Of the administrators, SO percent felt this function should be 
provided by other school personnel; yet, 17 guidance professionals in-
dicated they spent moderate to much time in this function. 
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There were 26 functions identified by 25 percent or more of the 
·guidance professionals as functions.in which they spent no time (Table 
IX). Out of these 26 functions, ten seemed to merit further considera.., 
tion. Each of these ten will be discussed individually. 
(7) Share VIEW materials with vocational classes. 
Over two-thirds of the administrators felt this function was not 
the guidance professional's responsibility; yet, almost two-thirds of 
the guidance professionals thought it was their responsibility. Time 
spent in this function seemed to favor the administrative response as 
only four guidance professionals spent moderate to much time in this 
function, with 18 spending little or no time in this function. 
(32) Compile daily attendance reports. 
Of the administrators, 19 ~ercent felt the g~idance professionals 
should provide this function, but none of the guidance professionals 
felt this was their responsibility; even though guidance personnel were 
unanimous in their response, eight spent some time in this function. 
(35) Supervises return of grades and credits to registrar of home 
high school. 
The percentage of administrators who felt this to be a function of 
the guidance personnel was 31, and the percentage of guidance profes-· 
sionals who felt this was their responsibility was 14. However, nine 
guidance professionals indicated they spent moderate to much time in 
this function. 
(44) Work with students and teachers in youth organizations. 
Approximately three-fourths of the administrators and guidance 
professionals felt this function should be provided by someone other 
than guidance personnel; still, eight guidance professionals spent 
TABLE IX 
A LISTING OF FUNCTIONS THAT REQUIRE "NO TIME" 
AS IDENTIFIED BY 25 PERCENT OR MORE 
OF THE GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS 
----·------~------·----------------
Functions 
J • Share VIEW materials with vocational classes* 
2. Offer group counseling on importance of attitudes 
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3. Maintain and/or accumulate standardized test scores from achieve-
ment tests administered at the student's home high school 
4. Write individual prescriptions for students in the learning re-
source center • 
.5. Assist feeder sC.hools in testing and assessment when they request 
services 
6. Coordinate sununet orientation program for area junior high schools 
7. Enroll evening students 
B. Compile da Lly attendance n~ports"' 
9. Supervises return of grades and credits to registrar of home high 
schools* 
10. Work with students and teachers in youth organizations'' 
11. Coordinate field trips into the community 
12. Visit business and industry for the purpose of providing occupa-
tional and manpower data to students and instructors 
13. Attend weekly guidance staffings at area school* 
] I-;. Arrange for work-,..study opportunities for adults and secondary stu-
dents 
15. s(;~rve as liaison between business and industry. and individual in-
st rue tors concerning employment opportunities 
16. Maintain job advertisement bulletin board 
17. Analyze State De.partment reports, Employment Security Commission 
Bulletins, OTIS Bulletins* 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Functions 
18. Analyze local and state follow-up information as a means for 
evaluating programs* 
19. Develop vo-tech newsletters to be sent to graduates, parents, 
business and industry, community leaders, etc. 
20. Participate in workshops with youth sponsored by community agen-
ci.es 
21. Distribute BEDC and CETA funds and keep appropriate records for 
ho th* 
22. Coordinate pilot projects with State Department of Institution, 
Soc La] and Rehabilitative Services 
23. Plan, prepare, and distribute night class brochures for adult 
part-time programs 
24. Invite resource people to speak to students 
25. Aid in supervising adult night classes 
26. Assume responsibility for registrar work 
·--------·----·-----




moderate to much time in this function, with another eight spending at 
least a little time in this function. 
(59) Attend weekly guidance staffings at area schools. 
Even though 75 percent of the administrators and 60 percent of the 
guidance professionals felt this was a function of guidance personnel, 
11 guidance professionals indicated they spent no time in this area. 
(69) Analyze local and state follow-up information as a means for 
evaluating programs. 
There were 13 percent of the administrators and 38 percent of the 
guidance professionals who felt this function was the responsibility of 
guidance personnel,.while six guidance professionals indicated they 
spent moderate time in this function and seven a¢1.ditional guidance pro-
fessionals indicated they spent little time in this area. 
(70) Analyze State Department reports, Employment Security Commis-
sion Bulletins, OTIS Bulletins. 
Only 18 percent of the administrators felt this was a function of 
guidance personnel; yet, seven guidance professionals indicated they 
spent moderate to much time~ in this area. 
(78) Develop vo-tech newsletters to be sent to graduates, parents, 
business and industry, community leaders, etc. 
There were eight guidance professionals who indicated they spent 
moderate to much time in this function; yet 94 percent of the adminis-
trators and 68 percent of the guidance professionals felt this function 
should be provided by other school personnel. 
(83) Distribute BEDG and CETA fonds and keep appropriate records 
fot both. 
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Less th\m ten percent of the administrators and guidance profes-
sionals felt this was a function of guidance personnel; however, 29 
percent of the guidance professionals indicated they spent moderate to 
much time in this function. 
(88) Assume responsibility for registrar work. 
On]y 19 percent of the administrators and nine percent of the guid-
· ance professionals felt this to be a function of guidance personnel; 
yet, eight (38 percent) guidance professionals indicated they spent 
moderate to much time in this function. 
Sunnnary 
Th.is chapter presented the data and the ana~ysis of the data. It 
was found that there are 88 guidance functions currently being provided 
by guidance personnel, and/or other school personnel, and/or outside 
personnel. It was also found that administrators and guidance profes-
sionals feel these guidance functions should continue to be provided in· 
Oklahoma area vocational-technical schools. 
The statistical tests revealed that for four of the 88 functions, 
a significant difference did exist between the groups' identifications 
of who was responsible for provi.ding each function. There were also 
differences noted and discussed when comparing persons responsible for 
each function and the amount of time spent by guidance personnel in 
each fttnction. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
[deas are clean. They soar in.the serene supernal. I can 
take them out and look at them, they fit in books, they lead 
me <lown that narrow way. And in the morning they are there. 
Ideas are straight • • . But the world is round and a messy 
mortal is my friend • . . . Come walk with. me in the mud . . • 
(Prather, 1970, p. 145). 
The purpose of this study was, ,first, to determine guidance func-
tions currently being provided by area vocational-technical schools; 
second~ to identify the guidance functions that area school administra-
tors and guidance professionals believe should be provided; and third, 
to determine who should be responsible for providing these functions. 
A modified DELPHI Technique, Correspondence I, was utilized to solicit 
from. participants identificatior.. of guidance functions that are cur-
nmtJy being provided in area schools. They responded by identifying 
88 funct i.ons, and these were used in Correspondence II, an opinionnaire 
asking adm:inistrators and guidance professionals who should provide 
each of the 88 functions. In addition, guidance professionals were 
asked in Correspondence II to fill out a second opinionnaire asking 
them to rate relative time spent .in each function. To fulfill the pur-:-
pose of this study the following.seven research questions were formu-
lated and acknowledged. 
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· l. What guidance functions are currently being provided by are<1 
vocational-technical schools'? 
88 
Participants responses to Correspondence I answered· this question 
as 88 functions were listed as guidance functions currently being pro-
vided in area vocational-technical schools. These functions are con-
tained in Table III. 
2. What functions do administrators in area vocational-technical 
schools believe should be provided? 
The results showed that administrators felt each of the 88 func-
Uons should be provided. The greatest number of.administrators that 
felt any one function should not be provided was three, with the major,-
i ty believing each function to be a ~1ecessary pa'Jtt of an area school 
guidance program. 
3. Whom do these administrators believe should provide these 
functions? 
Administrators were asked in Correspondence II to indicate whom 
they felt should be responsible for each function~ They could choose 
from (1) guidance personnel, (2) other school personnel, (3) outside 
personnel, (4) not be provided, (5) guidance personnel and other.school 
personnel, (6) guidance personnel and outside personnel, (7) other 
school personnel and outside personnel~ and (8) guidance personnel, 
other school personnel and outside personnel. Their responses are con-
tained in Table III. ln 11 areas of guidance there were 4 7 functions 
identified by a majority of administrators to be functions.for which 
guidance personnel in area vocational-technical schools should be re-




(1) Counseling 10 
(2) Testing 4 
(3) Recruiting 5 
(4) Support Services 4 
(5) Cortsultation 11 
(6) Visitations 0 
'(7) Inservice 6 
(8) Placement 2 
(9) Research 2 
(10) Public Relations 4 
( 11) Others 9 
4. What furtctions do guidance professionals in area vocational-
technical .schools feel should be provided? 
From the results obtained in Correspondence II, it was found that 
guidance professionals felt each of the 88 functions should be provided. 
There were three functions, two dealing with testing and one dealing 
with weekly guidance staffings, identified by five guidance profession-· 
als as functions that should not be provided, but the majority felt 
each function should be provided. 
5. Whom do these guidance professionals believe should provide 
these functions? 
Results for this question were provided by guidance professionals 
completing an opinionnaire in Correspondence II. Their .responses are 
contained in Table III. There were 56 functions identified by a major-
ity of guidance professionals to be functions for which they should be 
responsible (Table V). These functions were distributed in the 11 















(6) Visitations 1 
(7) Inservice 6 
(8) Placement 2 
(9) Research 1 
(10) Public Relations 5 
(11) Others 0 
6. Is there a significant difference among the two groups as to 
their perceptions of what functions should be provided and by 
whom they should be provided?. 
There are no significant differences among groups relative to 
which guidance functions should be provided, as both administrators and 
guidance professionals ·indicated all of the 88 functions should be pro-
vided. Results obtained by the Fisher Exact Probability Test showed a 
I 
significant difference at the 0.05 level between the groups for four of 
the 88 functions. The functions were: 
(2) Provide counseling for students in educational areas such as . 
poor grades, appropriate educational placement, etc. 
(3) Provide counseling for secondary students experiencing atten- . 
dance problems 
(18) Refer students to other agencies for further evaluation (Re-
source Learning Center, Regional Guidance Center) 
(!~ 5) Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educational 
opportunities, vocational information, and community services. 
7. Is there an observable difference among groups as to their 
perceptions of who is responsible for each function compared 
with the amount of time spent by guidance professionals in 
each function? 
Functions and time are compared in Table VI with a summary of 
these results in the following three tables. Table VII shows all 
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functions requiring much time by 25 percent or more of the guidance 
professionals in Oklahoma a.rea schools; Table VIII shows all functions 
requiring moderate to much time by 50 percent or more of the guidance 
professionals in Oklahoma area schools; and Table 1X shows all func-
tions requiring no time by 25 percent or more of the guidance profes-
· sionals in Oklahoma area schools. Function and time comparisons worthy 
of further examination are starred in each of these three tables. 
Conclu.sions 
The conc.lusions reported in this chapter were based upon the popu-
lation studied and cannot be generalized to other populations. 
1. Based on data analyzed for ,research que1jltion number one, the 
conclusion would be that the 88 functfons listed by administrators and· 
' ' ' 
guidance professionals in Correspondence I are the,guidance functions 
currently being provided in Oklahoma area vocational-technical schools. 
2. The data analyzed for research question number two indicates 
that administrators believe each of the guidance functions currently 
being provided in area schools should continue to be provided. 
3. Based on data analyzed for research question number three, it· 
would be concluded that administrators feel the consulting and coordi~ 
nating functions of guidance are ones that should definitely be pro-
vJded by guidance persortnel. Out of the seven functions where more 
than 90 percent of the administrators felt the functions should be 
provided by guidance personnel, five functions deal with consultation 
and coordination of programs. Not one of these seven functions deals 
with direct interaction with students. 
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4. Based on information in Table IV, it may be concluded that 
administrators do agree a function of guidance personnel in area 
schools is to provide counseling in all areas of human development, 
not solely in vocational or career development. 
5. An analysis of results also shows the functions that adminis-
trators identified as functions of guidance personnel in an·area school 
are congruent with functions of the guidance professional as seen by 
the experts in the review of literature. Possible exceptions might be: 
(22) Assist with school brochures 
(43) Present civic group programs 
(46) Escort visitors through shops and classrooms 
6. A conclusion based on the results of research question number 
four is that guidance professionals, .believe each, of the guidance func-
tions currently being provided are ones that should be included in an 
area school guidance program. 
7. Based on the data analyzed for research question number five 
it would be concluded that guidance professionals felt functions deal-
ing <.lirectly with students were ones that should be provided by guidance 
personnel. Out of 13 functions where more than 95 percent of the guid-
ance professionals felt the functions should be provided by guidance 
personnel., eight involve direct contact with students in counseling 
situations. 
8. Results from Table V lead one to conclud·e guidance profession-
als recognize the need to counsel with students in all phases of human 
development - personal-social, educational and vocational. All ( 100 
percent) guidance professional.s felt educational, personal, and career 
counseling were functions that should be provided by guidance personnel 
' 
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in ;1ren schools. 
9. An analysis of resuJ ts shows the functions identified by guid-· 
ance professionals as ones for which they should be responsible are 
congruent with the function of the counselor as seen through a review 
of the literature. Functions that are currently identified by a major-
ity of guidance professionals as their responsibility but that might 
just as easily be handled by someone else are: 
(42) Present civic group programs 
(46) Supervise orientation of new students 
(!19) Escort visitors through shops and classrooms 
(56) Locate students and assist them in presenting programs to 
liome high schools and civic clubs. 
10.· The data analyzed for research question number six indicates 
a difference in whom administrators and guidance professionals feel 
should be responsible for a .function in four specific instances. 
(2) Provide counseling for students in educational areas such as 
poor grades, appropriate educational placement, etc. 
All guidance professionals felt this was their responsibility, but 
.s.ix administrators felt: it should be provided by other school or out-
side personnel. The difference between groups concerning this function 
w:1s significant at the 0.05 level. P = 0.003. 
(3) Provide counseling for secondary students experiencing atten-
dance problems. 
Again, all guidance professionals felt this to be their responsi-
bility, whereas four administrators felt this function should be pro'"" 
videcl by other school or outside personnel. An accurate conclusion 
would be that the majority qf guidance professionals and administrators 
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lvlt this to be n [unction of guidance personrtel, but: there was a sig-
nificant difference between groups .. P = 0.02. Administrators would be 
®>st Likely to view this function as one to be provided by someone 
other Lhan guidance personnel. 
(18) Refer students to other agencies for further evaluation. 
It can be concluded there is a significant difference of opinions 
concerning who is responsible for this function. P = 0.038. 
(Lf5) Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educational 
opportunitjes, vocational information and community services. 
From the scattering of responses on this function, it can be con-
cluded that respondents felt this function could be provided by more 
than .lust one professional in the area school. P = 0.038. 
JI. ln examining the data for research question number seven sev-
eral iuconsi.stencies concerning time and function were noticed. Con-
clusions regarding these functions will be noted. 
(a) Less than two-thirds of the administrators and guidance pro-
fessionals felt escorting visitors through shops and class-
rooms was a responsibility of guidance personnel; still 100 
percent of the guidance professionals indicated they spent 
much to moderate time in this area. One can conclude area 
schoo]s need additional personnel in the area of public rela-
tions or the possibility exists that students could very 
ef l:ectively handle this responsibility. 
(h) Only 50 percent of the administrators and 57 percent of the 
guidance professionals felt providing brochures and individual 
class outlines to high school principals and counselors was a 
funr.t il)n of guidance personnel. Yet, 16 out of 22 guidance 
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professionals spent moderate to much time in this function. 
It can be concluded that someone skilled in area school cur-
riculum would be a logical choice to assume the leadership in 
this area. 
(c) Half of the administrators felt answering letters of inquiry 
regarding vo-tech classes to be a function of guidance person-
nel; ~tile 17 guidance professionals indicated they spent 
moderate to much time in this function. There was 81 percent 
of the counselors who felt this function to be their responsi-
bility. The 50 percent of the administrators that felt this 
function could be provided by other school personnel are very 
. per-ceptive Jn realizing thls function q)uld be more promptly 
handled hy a set'.retary or clerk whose major duty is one of 
communicating by mail. 
(d) Administrators and guidance professionals do not agree on 
whose responsibility it is to share VIEW materials with voca-
tional classes. Less than one-third of.the administrators 
felt this to be a function of guidance personnel, while almost 
two-thirds of the guidance professionals felt it was their 
responsibili.ty. Still another dimension is that only four 
guidance professionals spent moderate time in this function, 
while lB spent little or no time. It can be concluded that 
time is not a c Lear _understanding as to whom should share 
VlEW materials with students in vocational classes. 
12. Functions dealing with interaction with business and industry 
wc~re consistently identified not to be functions of guidance personnel. 
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Jt can be concluded that administrators and guidance professionals fe1t 
this contact should be handled by someone other than guidance personnel .. 
The experts in the literature would disagree as it is stressed that a 
1najor function of the counselor in a:n effective career guidance program 
is to coordinate community involvement. 
13. Another area in which the results seem somewhat confusing is 
·that of placement. In the review of literature placement is discussed 
as a very important part of the guidance program, ·one in which the 
guidance professional supports a student through a critical transition-
al process. Yet, when indicating how much time is spent in functions 
dealing with placement, guidance professionals.indicated they spent 
little time in this area. It can b~ concluded that there is a need for 
clarity in this area, "Should placement be considered the final step in 
the process of career guidance?" or "Should placement be the function 
of someone other than the guidance professional?" 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are presented as a result of this 
study: 
l. A parallel study should be done with secondary guidance coun-
selors identifying guidance functions in public high schools 
· and personnel responsible for these functions. This could set 
the stage for complementary role functions and lead to a better 
understanding ofthe total guidance program. 
2. Administrators and guidance professionals in each area school 
should cooperatively develop the expectations of and goals for 
the guidance program in their school. 
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'3. L;:vcn though there was agreement between groups in this study 
as to what guidance functions should be provided in an area 
school, every effort should be made to enhance the congruence 
between administrators' and guidance professionals' percep-
tions of guidance functions so that students would have the 
opportunity to experience maximum benefits from the area 
school guidance program. 
4. The advantage of community involvement in a career guidance 
program should he thoroughly explored by guidance profession-
ah>. Based on the results of.this study, it is recommended 
that interaction with the community should be an important 
part of any career guidance program and 1 that guidance person-
nel should be directly involved with people. in the community 
as these people can offer students a "real look" at the work-
ing world. 
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IDENTlF'ICATTON OF GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS 
In the space to the r:ight of each heading please list those specific 
functions provided hy your school. 
>'d<EXAMPLE: Testing & Assessment: 1. Administer the GATBY, Strong 
Vocational or Kuder Interest 
Inventory to students. 
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2. Interpret the results of apti-
tude and/or interest inventories 








































OTHER IF THERE ARE FUNCTIONS WHICH-DO NOT APPROPRIATELY 
FIT ANY OF THE AREAS ABOVE, PLEASE LIST THOSE 
BELOW. 
----·-----
- ------·--~-----·------------------------·-----.. ----· 
l'LE/\SE IU'.TllRN TllJS CORRESPONDENCE IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE BY MARCH lST 
CORRESPONDENCE .tl 
f NSTRUCTlllNS FOR COMPLtff INC Tll IS INSTRUMENT 
This instrument consists of a composite listing of guidance functions 
provided 1n Oklahoma Arc>a Vocational Technical Schools. 
/\s >;omeoiw who is responsible for providlng guidance services in your: 
school p]ease examine the lisL and indicate the relative amount of ti.me 
y_o_u spend on each functlon. 
Please 1ndicate the guidance functici~s for which you are responsible 
i.n your school hy plac-[ng a cheek mark (II') in the appropriate Tt_ME 
SPENT column. Tint<' r;pent means· tlw Relative Time you spend on the 
r;:;;.~tion you are rating, •.:omparec! wi.th-· the t-i~;~;-y·ou spend on other guidance 
luncti.ons. lt does not imply the importance of the function in your 
.1ob. Some very important tasks take little time while some unimportant 
ones require a Int of .ti.mt>- l'.l.t:af-;(~ check evt~ry item. 
r------------------·--- -----------·-




(1) 'Gu~ar deal of r tw 
(2) Hn<l~t"ate t im~· 
(3) Little tlf!i(.' 
(4) Nn time 
~·~~~--~·--·-··---~------~------------------~-r--,.---+------+------11,------l' 
~--~·'"'"'''''''1 ini'. f ·•r st«Ondary r<t>1dr•nts In voc.,t lonaL 1p1anning 
; .!.. Pnivldt> CPt1w;~·l tng t1i1 studt~ntf.; fn 'Jdul~atlonal .1rf':l~l su(·h as poor 
.e_r.,1dt·~ •. 1pptopr l :it 1· 1·1 1ue.1 ti tinH l 11 J act•ment ('tl: .• , 
3. l'ruvide..· lOt1n•,1_·.I i11g f<)r 1.-1.•c·ond,1ry ~;tud<'nL-, l.:'Xpt>r'lencing 'tforAon.-:il 
probl(·m~• 
I,. Weak wlrli sf'cnndary st.udc1H~ "xperil•nclnft attendance problems 
5. l'rl>vldi;-· _nppropriul.e C"oun~Pl..lnr, for 11dnlt ett111l~11ts 
6. Pri;vitfr• ftnmtt.inl aid coum:eUng 
·1. Sh:'!rl' vn:w matl•rlals with vocational clas~;~1;; 
8. Ht•f<~r ~tudents for outslde profc•scdonal help when necessary 
9. As~dst prospN'.tive students Jn th1• rire., of carcf!t guldanc·e 
10. CounH~·l ilf\d orret" 'lS~-:istance to potentiril drop outs 
1 L Provide inft,rm.H:lon about Vo-Tech to drop outs 
12. l1 rovldl· information to ndt1ltB about ndd1tlonal trni.ning 
13- Orfer grn11p ('OUOS()l_ing Oil i.mport!1nCe of attitudes 
l~ AdminLLr,itor :111<l/or 1.ntt..•rprPL approprintt~ teHt·R to -secondary students 
and :«l<1ltB ((:ATl\Y, NF.LSON REAIJ!NC, SRA MATH, CAT TEST, Wl$C, llAIS) 
2. Maintaln an.d/or· -acl·um11lai0 .r.tandnrJi7.1;•d tt•st stores fiom ·achievement 
tl'Sf.s adminlstt>rCd nt the !>tuclent 'i; home hi~h atliooln 
L Kl!vit•w 1lm1t records of ~turl~nt'H ·nchli.;v€'ments nnd nptitudes to E;a:ln 
vnlu:ih.I~ h;1rk)trOl11id information 
'•· Wrltl' lt1dlvld11.d prtn;crlptlon:> ftlr fittulr·ntt1 in the lenrni_ntib resourcl! 
Ct·n t er:: 
5. IU-11.>r i.,;t111!1•nt·n to ot.IHtf llRt.'!lf-1(•::1 for lurtlwr evaluntlon (Resollrce 
Ll.'arnlnJ~ Crnt(~r. Hel1~1h, ~:vul. Ct•nt.l·r. Rt.1 glonnl Guidance C.ente·r) 
f;. A~:-:d:-i-t fcc<ler BchonlA ln t·est lnv, and R!1~easmcnt when they request 
scr.·viccfl 
1. 
z. Vioit feeder school• and speak to students about ptograu in Vo•Tech 
(slide pre•enti1tions, asse11blies class meetiiut11 · etc.,. 
3. Ef'cort: vl9JtorK through shopM und classrcwm~; 
4. Initiate forumf.i In feedl!r high a·ctiools designed to familiarize·_students 
wlth pt;ogrnllls 11v11ilOhle et Vo-Tech 
5. Work wl th agcnclcR such as Voe Rehab., CETA, Veterns, BiA to develop 
aw;irencss of trnlnin~ opportunities avnllable at Vo-Tech 
6. Coordlnnte sununcr- ori.enta.tion program for area jr. high Schoo.ls 
7. lnvltc all accepted new otude11tA to visit their classes for the 
followtnA year ·. 
8. Enroll day student• 
9. f.nrol.L evening stud-ents 
10. Host v1:-.1t1n~ pr(.)spective ntudents to bile I them on programs, answer 
··AJ.ount· Of Time-: 
(1) Grt!.at a~al. o.f t:lNP. 
(2.) MOderat!!' tlae 
(3) Utt.le tl11~ 
(4) Mod .. 
l.O."J 
___j_':_c5tions, etc ... ---------'--------------------4-----1-----+----+----; 
·-·~~~----~~~~~-~~~~~-_,.~...;..~~--~...--:-~...-~~~-t-~~~--t~~~~t-~~~-t-~~-;I 
l. lnitiate me~tings w.tth home high school counselors to .enhance· under... 1 
•• ... --..t1 ... ,. nf -••.-•tA1 ...,..,,,..,., ..,,...,.t" n9",,..J....1.... I 
-Z. Aid in Career Education programs by e,sSlsting with Career Days, !!laking I 
available a Career Mohq.e Unit, etc ... · ( 
3. r::omii i le daJ l Y: attendance reports 
1--~_:;..:.=::::;;c.:.:c::....:;::....:;_:.:;.;;.;....;..;.;.....:-~~""-~~~~~...-~~~~~~...-...-~~~ •. ~~~~1--~~~-r-~~~-r-~··~ 
4. llri'nr'-: • .dth home h18;h school counReJoiti on individual student probl_e_m_•--f.-----+----+----+-1----1 
'). Work 'J.lith home- hJgh schools to enrOll Students 
6. Supe;rvlsl's rl"turn of grades and- credits to r-eittistrnr of home high schoo 
!. ProvidP. brochures nnd in<llvlduo.l class outlines to hotnt: high -schOol 
pr .lnc 1pa1.R rind counBP lors : 
i. t'rov1cJC' 1 n1orrrk1.t1on to te:icners ;rnout test score!3, social, ecoiiomic, 
and c11lt'.urO.l hnckgrounds of stu<lents 
2. AsSiRt teaChc·rs in understandlng individual differences so t.ha:t 
classroom activities wlll be mote vital to stu.dertts 
3. Cooperate with staff in ·organizing guidnncc activities that are 
coorelflted with cl:rnswnrk 
4. PflrLiclpatc in parent-teal:her conferences 
5. Consult loc.11 high school counst'.'lors .1nd. princi.pals con.cerning 
st11dl-nt orinortunitlcs nnd 8t"udc!"\t ~ ...... ~cc 
6. Consult with instructor on student problems 
7. Consult with ret11ourcc pro-fessJonRln in order to best ~erve hancHcapped 
st·wlcnts 
8- Work °"'j th stud('nts and teachers in youth :orgllf){zationA-
9. Di~•Acmln<~te infoi-mntlon concerning schoiarships~ ed·ucational ·opportUni-
ties voc:ltional fnformati.on and ...... --...... , .. 0 --·--.1,..,,,, 
10. Sup('rviBI.':. orientation of new studf'nt:s 
11. Work with .prcnts in explaining io~nrollment procedures, class offerings, 
cour:so requt rnnw11ts 
12. Consult nnd cooperate with pare_nte on personal problem..ci of students 
13. Refer students to community agenciea when their service• a.re needed 
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Allount of Tiae: 
(1) Great deal of timC" 
(2) t-foderate t. iiue 
.(3) Little time 
(4) NO tbw 
--~--.,...-!-------- ~-··-----
2. Coordinate field trips into the community 
J. Participate on advisory coaait tees with representative& trom business 
and indu••~ 
4. Vidt buainH• and indu•try for the purpose of providing occupational 
and tMnPower data to studenta 11nd inatructors 
I. Attend meetings. workshops, and conferences pretdning to counseling 
/Ol>N AD<"A ,,.,. n""' ~·~ . \ 
2. llork with State Depart11¥>nt of Educ at ion et.off to improve q0allty of 
2u I d<tnt'e oroernms offered Jn nr~.a !u'·hoo ts 
3. Provl<le lnservice to home high school counselorB Concerning opportuni-
t ft•S for student A Rt vo..,;t(lch 
4. Provhle Jm1t.•rvlt•es to teachers dealing with ntudent problem.q, student 
attltudt·H tlt.~<'·{slnn-mukln2 akllls for stt.uicnta Pf:C 
J. p fl)V lde Instructors wJ th information 11hout tests and financial aide 
clur in~~ t ns<"•rv I.Cl' trni.ninss 
6. At tt~n<l weekly ~uldnncc staff.!np,s at area fichool I I 
' 
1. AH teachers Jn pladng stuJc-nts in gainful employment 
1. A•;,; l"t '" !iL't"llC.lrtFt fo I lt1w-up l.11format.lon tel I Ing wlwrP each student tJ,,··lt'-1 
'I. Ar1·,1nt~•.' for wnrk-·study op1>ortui11 t ·~es fur ndults and Recondary 
st 11d1·nt H 
~. At•J o:;tudcnt:; 1.n Hndlng port-timf! or permanent employment 
5. KL~CP an accur11te and up-to-date fil.e of all student data submitted 
to Statt~ Departnu.mt of Vo-'l'eclt Educn ti.on 
6. Analyze follow-up and student status rC"port~ 
7. Servi.! U9 la1.:c1on bct'W'een·buHinesg nnd J.ndustry and individual 
lnstn1ctors concerning emnlovnwnt opnort:unit tes 
8. Ma!ntain jf>b a<lvertise·ment bulletin board 
L Cond1tt"t research for Area Hchool purposes 
2. Analyze local and .etate follow-up informatJon as o means for 
evaluat lng programs 
J. n~Ylr.~~n~~.:lh¥r~e~~Ii~~?~sreports, Employment Security Co111nisaion . 
'•· Provfrle stati.tit lcs needed by other rescarchors in Vocational 
EJucatl••11 
5, Read and etay abreaat 
Guidance 
of nw method• and techniques in Vocational 
l. Partic lpate in Open Houae 
2. nevel.01) n~ws article•• radio a po tu, diopl11ya and exhibl.tll concerning 
Vo-Tet'l1 
3. AsH i st with uchO'Ol brochur~e 
4. An~•wer lettt:~r:J of inqulry regardlug Vo~Tech classes 
5. Prcr:wu t Civic G·roup programs 
6. DcveJop Vo-Tech Newsletters to be sent to graduates, parents, business 
and lnd11st rv rommun 1.tv 1 •nd ~rA "' 
l07 
A.oua.t of T1M: 
(1) Great deal of ti•e: 
(2.) .~derite u.11• 
(3) Lftde ·u.:. 
(4) Mo tiM 
7. Visit humc high sch.ools, mid-highs, and jr. highs to gain rapport 
with ndministratives and. '11:uid~nce personnel 
s. Locate i;tUdcnts and a~sist them in presenting prog_rams to hoine high 
schools -and Civic c.iuba 
9. P.artlc"'.pate Jn workshops with youth sponsored by community agencies 
10. Plan and Clevclop activities. for National Vo-Tech· ';!eek 
1. Distribute BEOG and CF.TA fonds !Jnd keep approprl,l!te ·record•· fo:t bll'tb·:;i:.;_ 
2. Coordl.nntc Pllot Projects with State Department of Institutiori, Socililil 
and Rehabi~ltative services ·' 
3. Plan, p.rephre, and d!atribtit• night class brochures for adult pilrt . ·.·· -time programa .. . . 
4. Invite resource people to speak to students 




'" Assume responsibility for Registrar work 
. 
.. i 
lNSTRUCT!ONS FOR COMl'LETtNG 
CORRESPONDENCE #2 
This instrume1it contains a composite listing of functions which are per-
formed by persons responsible for providing guidance services in Oklahoma Area 
Vocational-Technical Schools. 
Please consider each function and indicate whether it should: 
1. Be provided by a person responsible for guidance s1ervices 
in your school. 
2. Be provided by someone in your school other th.an those 
responsible for guidance services. 
3. Be provided by someone outside of your school. 
4. Not be provided. 
1. Provlde counseling for sccon<lary student" in vocati.onal planning 
2. Provide counseling for students in educational.areas subh as pOor 
grades. noproprlate educational l>lacement etc• •. < 1 • • 
J. Provide counseling tor secondary students exper;l.enc1ng personal: 
problems 
4. Work with secondary students expcriepcing attendance problus 
'.>. Provide appropriate· coun•eltng for adult students 
6. Provide financial al.d counsel1n11 
7. Share VIEW mater1a.b with vocational classes 
8. Refer students for outside profes1donal help when necessary 
9. Assist prospecUve students in the area of careet' guidance 
o. Co11nod and of for as8istance to potential drop outs 
L Provide infornuJtton about Vo-Tech to drop out• 
2. Provlcle lnformotlon to adults about additional training 
J. Offer group counseling on importance nf attitudes 
.. 
.·. 
L Admlnlstrntor and/or lnteqiret appropriate tesU to secondary lltUdents 








Maintain and/or accumulate standardized. test 11co;re·a·,from achiewment 
tes.ts adm1nis.tered at. the stµdent' s houie high •cli\loi•. 
Review past reccirde of st1l4eirt;'a achi4;:varill!"llts ~d lpdfod•• to aatn 
valuable backi1round informat.iol'I · · ' ' 
Write indlvidua.l prescriptiblts for students ill the ·1e11:rnfog re•1:iurca' 
centers 
R<;f~r s.tudents to 0th.er .. age. ncles for rurt.he .. ~· •)"~ . .t,.uia .·.·~·.~°".· .,<Reaource 
Lc~rntn11 Center, Reha.b, Evlll. Center, Reg:lonel ·Cllt_~et1c11,canter) · 
AsHi•t fel!der achoole in testiitg and HHiHment ·11r.en. thiy reque11t 
services 
Visi ..t· feed•. r ·~~l:. a and ~;to, nUcl.ert.tl! ,•l!o~i~: p~rau io Vo"f~h. 
(slide, prementatd.Ql\1., ••~ cl:lln· ••••ftA•·., *h·, •. · , · · · . 
. ' ' . . '• 
Puactioo To: 
(l)· ~ ProVide,d by 1u.idance. penonnel 
(2)· Dlil pr~id~d by ~thn •chOol personnel 
(3). h p.t'li>'fl'idtid by ouuide penonnel 








(1) '''41 pr~.~·~CI b~- 1~ldance ,.rHll[IDlil 
(2) ti.• ·~_ro~_iit•d by ol:'het:•~hool :'1enoDnit:l 
(J) h prOV~dqi- by oUtatdi' panonnel 
(') l!Ot: · h ·9ro•lded 
I I I 
J. t!'lctJrL vJ ttitltrs Lhrough •h('fpy .uuJ cJ.mahlffJOlntJ 
4. Initiate fon•ms !n feeder high schools dcs111iled to fnmiliarbe atudenta. 
wl th pron ram~ µvail~ble at .Vo-Tech .• 
5, Work wlth agencies such ae Voe Rehab., CETA, Veterns, BIA to dev0tlop 
,, . 
mrlilL"encss of trn!nin2 on~ortunitiee a11a.Uabl<? at V<>-'t'ech 
6. Coordl'lnte aumnler ot'ientation' program for area jr. hi.h echoola 
' 
]. Inv! te a 11 accepted new iltudenta to vilfit their clas.sea for the 
following yt.nr 
8. Enroll day students 
9. Enroll evening 11.tud ... nts . <'..: .. ' 
10. Host v11111;1n~ prospective students to brlet them on programs, a1t1JWer 
que1Hions, etc ••• ' l.c .·· 
1. lnithte meetings wi.th holRe high school couniielore t0 enhance 11nder~ 
g••~dln& '" ~"~"'"' ___ ,_ ~-,· -=·"l--- ' . '.. .·. '' :i 
l. Aid i•\ Career 1!<1ucaffon prosu111a by aa11iaung Wltll Career kY•• •alffns 
available a Career Mobile Unit, etc ••• ' 
,, I 
3.. Compile daily attendance reports 
4. Work with h<!mc hi&h school co_unseloi ~ on individual lltUdent proiileN 
5. Work with hoase high schools to enrofl students I 
·c 
6, SuperviReS return of grades and credit• to. regietr~r .of ;hbine hi•h 11cijoo\. 
7. Provide brochure~ ~~d 'individual claH: outlineil t,o ~ome high ~chooi; .·•• 1 
pdnclpaLs an.d· counselora ·. ' 
L t'rovtde 1ntorlll'1t1011 to teacl1era about test scox-es, social, ecorlotiic ti 
.ind cultural hackR<Ounds of students 
2. fis•ist teachers in understanding individual differences no that 
dn•sroom •ctivieies wilt be l!IOre vital to •t"-';.~··~ 
] . Goo1>crate with staff in organizing guidance activities that are• 
coorelatecl with rl nosw~-•-
4. Participate in parent-.teacher conferences 
5. consult local high school. counselors .and principals concerning. 
stmhmt oTinortun" J_ •• a .. ..t .,.· .... ~- ..... ,.· ·--:.... ......... ___ . 
6. Cone ult with instructor on student prob le.ms 
7. Consult with resource professionals in.order to b,est serve handicapped 
st1 dents . 
8. Work with student• and teachers in yquth organ:i.zat:lcina ' 
~ . . . 
9. Disseminate irlformntion concerning aclio.tar11hip41, ed~cationei oj>poi'tuni'-
tfes vocntiond.l inF'ormai.•-- ---' --..-·---·--.:ft.u -..:.._ .. :;..11 _·\ 
10. Supervilie orientation of new. atudents 
I l. Work with prents in explaining enrolllliont · procf:ldutes, clan offerings, · 
course rcqu:l remc:nt_-a ,. .. 
12. Consult and cooperate with parents "" p11rsona1. \l'l~biel!Ui of atud.ents .. 




(1) Be prOVided by w,uldan~e peraonnd 
(2) Be pr;ov::i.d•d by .other. •cho<tl personnel 
(3) lie P'rov1ded hy uuuf.de personnel 
(4) NOt be· ,prov• dt!a 
I. M.•et and visit ·with business and industry conce~ning vo-tech programs 
-·--• lnh -1 ·-· 
2. Coordinate field trip• into the co-.mity ·.·. 
3. Participate on advisory comatt:.tees with reprHentativea from budneaa 
and induatrv . 
4. Vidt bllsineH and induetry for the pllrpo .. of praviding occupational 
and fll&nooller data to student8 and inatruetiirt · .. 
. ·. 
I. Attend meetings, workahopa, arid Con fe:ren.ces pretain.ing to counseling 
(QM "'~' n1a n••-• -'• - \ ,\, 
2. Work with State Deportment .of Education. staff to i!lj>rove ciuaUt.Y of 
~uld.incc nrll.orama offor<>d in ilrea s·"-ols 
3. Provide Jnservica to home high school counaelorlJ cortcem:ing opportuni-· 
t lt~tt for studittnts ~t vo-tcch 
4. ProviJ.o Jn•~rvicee to teacher~ de"11ng w:l.th otudent· 1>roblems, •t!.ldent 
n.ttitudt~-s dccioion-in11k!nci ak"'s for At·•"an•" ~~ ... 
5. Pro111<1c inst ructora- .with infor11111tion about tests and financlnl <Iida 
(.h1r-fn1t itrnervice i:rn1ni1\j;t8 
6. Attend .weekly guidance staffings nt &l'ea 9Chool I ! 
: 
I. Ald Lcachers in placing •tudenta i.n gainful employillent 
2. As.dst J..n Sil.!CUl'h1~ fol!llw-up in!ormntion tellin~ Where eae;h studen.t 
· 1.."·1r·lc..; 
3. Arrange for work-study opportunities far adults and secondary I I 
st. 1d~ ..... ~ 
4. Aid stu,tt":nte in finding part•t ime or perl\'&nent. eatpl:oy~nt 
5. Keep an accurate and up-to-date file of ·all student data submitted . 
to State Department of Vo~Tcch Education 
6. Analyze follow-up and student status reports 
7. Serve as bison '1ctween bueihus and ind us tty and individual 
instructors coneerninl< emo.10V111ent oooortunities . 
e. Haintaln job .advertieement ·bulletin board 
1. Conduct research for Area school pur11oses 
2. Analyze local and state follow-up information ae a means for 
evaluating programa. 
3. ft~HnM~8MrNaff~mareport:s, Einployment Sec~rity Conaileion . · .. 
4. Provlrl<' statistics needed by. otber researchers in VC)caHond 
.fallicat ton .. 
s. !lead and stay abreast of an Mth!>da alld tacbaiqiaali :tn· Voc&Uon&l .. 
Guidan~e . 
. ·. 
. : . 
1. Partidpate in Open Houee 
2. Ocvelop newe articles. rad lo spot"• displays and exhibit• concern in& 
Vo-·rech 
J. Assist. with achool brochure• . 
. 
4. Antiwer letters of inquiry regard ins. Vo-Tech claaaes 
. 
5. Present Civic Group program• 
6. D~velop Vo-Ter.h Ne~lctter_s. to ba! sent to aradliatea .• pa~erits. :bwiiOe.e&· . . and· .. industrY c--·.;... t·,.,v 1 -_...ii ....... ...;.· ..... _ ·. _, . .. 
•· 
I I 1 
fUnct:lon To: 
(1) h·· prOv:ided by autdanr;"e personnel 
(2) •e:: p~ovided by otbf!:~. 9choo1 pfil'rsm\nel 
'(3) Ba ·prov:id~d bi outside' ·penoonnd 
(4) Not be provid~d 
7. Visit hom~ high lichools, mid-highs, and jr, highs to gain rapport 
with sd11inistrativas .and 11uidance personnel 
8. Loc3te· students and assist thern in presenting programs to hOlle high 
schools and civic clubs 
9. Pnrtlcipate in workshops with youth aponilored by coanunity_agenCiea .. 
10. Plan and d0;welop activltiea for National Vo-Tech lleek 
: 
t 
1. Dhtribute Bl!DG and CJ!TA funds and keep appropriate records for both 
i. Coordinate Pilot Projects with State Departrnent of Institution_, Social, 
und R<!hubilitativo servlceA 
3. Plan, prepare; and distribute night class brochures for adult_part 
t lme pror,ru..,s 
4. Inv! tt! relliOUt'Cl? people to speak to students 
'.· 
5. /lid In supervising adult night cloo..,s 


















FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVE TIME 
SPENT ON FUNCTIONS AS IDENTIFIED 
BY GUIDANCE PROFESSIONALS 
Relative Time Spent on Functions* 
Functions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Provide counseling for secondary students in vocational 
education 
2. Provide counseling for students in educational areas such 
as poor grades, appropriate educational placement, etc. 
9 
5 
3. Provide counseling for secondary students experiencing 8 
personal problems 
4. Work with secondary students experiencing attendance problems 7 
5. Provide appropriate counseling for adult students 10 
6 ~. . Provide financial aid counseling 2 
7. Share VIEW materials with vocational classes 1 
8. Refer students for outside professional help.when necessary 3 
9. Assist prospective students in the area of career guidance rn 
10. Counsel and offer assistance to potential dropouts 8 
11, Provide information about vo-tech to dropouts 3 
10 1 1 




8 6 5 
3 8 10 
5 13 1 
11 1 
9 4 1 
9 7 2 ..... 
..... 
w 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Functions 
12. Provide information to adults about additional training 
13. Offer group counseling on importance of attitudes 
14. Administer and/or interpret appropriate tests to secondary 
students and adults (GATBY, NELSON READING, SRA MATH, CAT. 
TEST, WISC, . WAIS) . .. 
15. Maintain and/ or accumulate standardiz.ed test scores from 
achievement tests administered at the student's home high 
school 
16. Review past records of student's achievements and aptitudes 
to gain valuable backgr01.md information 
17. Write individual prescriptions for students in the learning 
resource.centers 
18. Refer students to other agencies for further evaluation 
(Resource Learning.Center, Rehab, Evaluation-Center~ 
Regional Guidance Center) 
19. Assist feeder schools in testing and assessment when they 
request services 
20. Create slide presentations, advert:j.sements, brochures, 
radio and TV spots announcing vocational programs 
Relative Time Spent On Functions* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 9 7 4 
4 ·3 8 7 
8 2 9 3 
2 3 8 8 
2 7 11 2 
1 4 5 11 
1 8 12 1 
2 7 7 6 




TABLE X (Continued) 
Relative Time SEent On Functions* 
Functions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21. Visit feeder schools and speak to students about programs 7 13 2 
in vo-tech (slide presentations, assemblies, class 
meetings, etc.) 
22. Escort visitors through shops and classrooms 6 12 4 
23. Initiate forµms in feeder ·high schools designed to 10 7 3 2 
familiarize students with programs available at vo-tech 
24. 'Work with agencies such as VocREhab, GETA, Veterans, 1 9 8 3 
BIA to develop awareness of training opportunities 
available at vo-tech 
25 •. Coordinate suunner orientation program for area junior 2 4 6 10 
high schools 
26. Invite all accepted new students to visit their classes 2· 9 9 1 1 
for the fol.lowing year 
27. Enroll day students 15 4 1 2 
28. Enr.oll evening students 2 3 6 8 
29. Host visiting prospective students to brief them on 9 10 2 1 
programs, answer questions, etc. 
30. Initiate meetings with home high school counselors to 8 9 3 1 1 
enhance understanding of mutual goals and problems I-" I-" 
vi 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Functions 
31. ·Aid in career education programs by assisting with career 
days, making available a career mobile unit, . etc. 
32. Compile daily attendance reports 
33. Work with home high school counselors on individual 
student problems 
34. Work with home high schools to enroll students 
35. Supervises return of grades and credits to registrar of 
home high school 
36. Provide brochures and individual class outlines to home 
high school principals and counselors 
37. Provide information to teachers about test scores, social, 
·economic, and cultural backgrounds of students 
38. Assist teachers in understanding individual differences 
so that classroom activities will be more vital to 
students 
39. Cooperate with staff in organizing guidance activities 
that are correlated with classwork 
40. Participate in parent-teacher conferences 
• 
Relative Time Spent On Functions'" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 8 8 2 
2 3 3 12 
5 12 5 
14 6 l 1 
2 7 4 8 
6 10 5 l 
4 8 8 2 
4 9 8 1 
4 5 12 1 






41. Consult local high school counselors and principals con-
cerning student opportunities and student progress 
42. Consult with instructor on student problems 
43. ·consult with resource professionals in order to best serve 
handicapped students 
44. Work with students and teachers in youth organizations 
45. Disseminate information concerning scholarships, educa--
tional opportunities, vocational information, and 
community services 
46. Supervise orientation .of new students 
4 7. Work with parents in explaining enrollment procedure_s, 
class offerings, course requirements 
48. Consult and cooperate with parents on personal problems 
of students 
49. Refer students to community agencies when their services 
are needed 
50. Meet and visit with business and industry concerning vo-tech 
programs and job placement 
Relative Time Spent On Functions* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 11 8 
7 14 1 
2 8 9 2 
5 3 8 6 
4 8 10 
4 12 5 1 
5 8 9 
6 7 8 1 
3 7 11 1 
2 8 6 5 
---.J 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Functions 
51. Coo.rdinate field trips into the community 
52. Participate on advisory committees with representatives from 
business and industry 
53. Visit business and industry for the purpose of providing 
occupational and manpower data to students and instructors 
54. Attend meetings, workshops, and conferences pertaining to 
counseling (OPGA, APGA, OVA, OVGA, etc.) 
55. Workwith State Department of Education staff to improve 
quality of guidance programs offered in area schools 
· 56. Provide inservice to home high school counselors concerning 
opportunities for students at vo-tech 
57. Provide inservice.to teachers dealing with student problems, 
student attitudes, decision-making·skills for students, etc. 
58. Provide instructors with information about tests and 
financial aids during inservice trainings 
59. Attend weekly guidance staffings at area school 
60. Aid teachers in placing students in gainful employment 
Relative Time Spent On Functions* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 7 10 
6 11 4 
3 12 6 
3 13 5 1 
3 4 13 1 
1 10 9 2 
2 9 10 1 
2 8 8 4 
1 5 5 11 
1 8 9 4 
...... ...... 
co 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Functions 
61. Assist in securing follow-up information telling where 
each student works 
62. Arrange for work-study opportunities for adults and secondary 
students 
63. Aid students in finding part-time or permanent employment 
64. Keep an accurate and up-to".""date file of all student data 
submitted to State Department of Vo-Tech Education 
65. Analyze follow-up and student status reports 
66. Serve as liaison between business and industry and individual 
instructors concerning employment opportunities 
6 7. "Maintain job advertisement bulletin board 
68. Conduct research for area school purposes 
69• Analyze local and state follow-up information as a means for 
evaluating programs 
70. Analyze State Department reports, Employment Security Commis-
sion Bulletins, OTIS Bulletins 
71. Provide statistics needed by other researchers in vocational 
education 
Relative Time Spent On Functions* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 9 3 
5 9 7 
1 5 11 3 1 
1 12 4 5 
1 10· 5 4. 
3 11 7 
2 3 6 10 
3 9 9 
6 7 8 
1 6 7 6 




TABLE X (Continued) 
Functions 
72. Read and stay abreast of new methods and techniques in 
vocational guidance 
73. Participate in open house 
74. Develop news articles, radio spots, displays and exhibits 
concerning vo-tech 
75. Assist with school brochures 
76. Answer letters of inquiry regarding vo-tech classes 
77. Present civic group programs 
78. Develop vo-tech newsletters to be sent to graduates, 
parents, business and.industry, community leaders, etc. 
79. Visit home high schools, mid-highs, and junior highs to 
gain rapport with administratives and guidance personnel 
80. Locate students and assist them in presenting programs to 
home high schools and civic clubs 
81. Participate in workshops with youth sponsored by community 
agencies 
82. Plan and develop activities for National Vo-Tech Week 
Relative Time Spent On Functions* 
1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 
4 10 7 1 
8 10 4 
4 8 8 1 
6 8 7 
5 12 5 
5 7 9 1 
3 5 6 7 
7 13 2 
2 6 10 3 
2 4 9 6 
2 8 1.1 1 ...... 
N 
0 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Relative Time S2ent On Functions* 
Functions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
83. Distribute BEDG and CETA funds and keep appropriate records 3 3 4 11 
for both 
84. Coordinate pilot projects with State Department of Institu- 1 2 4 14 
tion, Social, and Rehabilitative Services 
85. Plan, prepare, and distribute night class brochures for l 4 5 11 
adult part-time programs 
86. Invite resource people to speak to students 1 4 10 .., I 
87. Aid in supervising adult night classes 1 5 5 10 
88. Assume responsibility for Registrar work 3 5 1 12 
*(L) Great Deal of Time, (2) Moderate Time, (3) Little Time, {4) No Time, (.5) Great Deal to Moderate Time, 






LETTERS TO PARTICIPANTS 
122 
123 
Oklahoma State University Letterhead 
February 8, 1979 
Dear: 
As a graduate student in Occupational and Adult Education at Oklahoma 
State University, I am currently conducting a research study dealing 
with vocational guidance.· The purpose is to determine guidance func-
tions in Oklahoma area vocational schools. Administrators, counselors, 
and other individuals who are responsible for guidance functions in 
each area school district are being asked to provide information for 
this study. 
Would you please participate in the study? Your input is valuable and 
will be of great benefit to vocational guidance in Oklahoma. I am ask-
ing you to share with Ille a few minutes of your time in order to gain 
your opinions concerning guidance functions in an area school. 
The Delphi technique has been chosen as the metlnod to be used in obtain-
ing your observations. Your participation will require completion of 





This instrument will ask participants to list. guid-
ance functions. 
A list of statements will be compiled from partici-
pants' responses to Correspondence No. 1 mailed · 
back to each participant. Administrators will be 
asked to·rate the importance of the functions, 
while other participants will be asked to rate the 
importance of the functions and also the relative 
amount of time involved in each function. 
From the response obtained in Correspondence No. 2 a final priority 
list of guidance functions in area schools will be assimilated and dis-
tributed to the people directly involved with career guidance in Okla-
homa. 
I hope you will agree to participate with me in this effort of obtain-
ing valuable information needed for the unification of guidance efforts 
h1 Oklahoma. If you are willing to assist, please complete the attach-
i?.d instrument and return it in the enclosed self~addressed, stamped 
envelope. · Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
Sara Earnest 





Ok I ahnrna Stat·e University Letterhead 
March 1.5, 1979 
Thank you for completing correspondence Ill; your response was excellent 
and I appreeiate the time and thought that went into your statements. 
I hope you will continue your assistance by completing correspondence 
#2, which is attached. 
Correspondence 112 contains the functions that were identified from your 
statements in response to the first correspondence. As anticipated, 
you listed many important statements concerning 1 guidance functions in 
an Area Vocational School. In the,· attached instrument, I am asking 
that you indicate who should provide these functions. In addition, I 
am asking the persons responsible for gui:dance services in each school 
to indicate the time spent in each function. 
Please complete the attached instrument and enclose it in the self-
addressed, stamped (~nvelope by April 15th. Again, let me thank you 
for giving your time and tho1:lght on this study. Your response is 
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